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This study seeks to discern Maine’s ability to attain competitive advantage in the 
emerging new space economy, and in addition suggest strategic measures that can be 
taken by Maine’s public and private leaders to maximize the potential growth and 
economic impact Maine’s emerging new space industry offers. The research question was 
originally “how can Maine position itself to become an aerospace hub?” but after 
learning more about the differences between “aerospace” and “new space,” the research 
question morphed into “how can Maine position itself to become a new space hub?” This 
was a qualitative study that featured nine semi-structured interviews with seven total 
participants who possessed backgrounds in the following fields: economic and business 
development, aerospace, manufacturing, and space consulting & procurement. The study 
used Michael Porter’s Diamond Model of national competitive advantage to sort and 
analyze findings from these interviews. The study found that Maine possesses several 
strengths including specialized aerospace launch infrastructure and potentially strong 
home customers but lacks in several key areas including Science, Technical, Engineering, 
and Math (STEM) education requirements and STEM workforce. Participants suggested 
that Maine build strong professional and academic connections within New England and 
beyond to supplement its STEM workforce and graduate pool, increase funding related to 
R&D, and bring its already specialized launch infrastructure up to speed to position itself 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
This study was inspired by a report conducted by the Maine Space Grant 
Consortium on the feasibility of a Maine SpacePort Complex, as well as the introduction 
of legislation by former Senator Shenna Bellows of Maine to create a Maine SpacePort 
Leadership Council, with the purpose of developing a strategic plan for the spaceport’s 
implementation. To contribute to this inspiring vision, this study attempts to shrink 
Michael Porter’s Diamond Model of National Competitiveness down to the state level 
and provide an honest analysis of Maine’s strengths and shortcomings in new space, as 
well as to suggest avenues to improve. While reviewing past economic studies done for 
the State of Maine, it became apparent that Maine has long suffered from being 
geographically separated from U.S. markets, and thus a general rule of thumb has been 
Maine’s need to tether itself to its region, especially Massachusetts, to attract more 
money and resources from larger markets. Therefore, while the Diamond Model analysis 
focuses heavily on Maine’s factors, home demand, related industries, and firms, it also 
incorporates aspects of Maine’s surroundings out of necessity. In sum, this paper intends 
to provide a snapshot of Maine’s ability to compete in new space through the eyes of 
important stakeholders and professionals and lays out various ways Maine could improve 
the likelihood of success for not only the SpacePort, but the broader new space economy 
it may support. But to gain context for what “new space,” or “commercial space” 
represents, one can look to its founding, and then its initial break, from government. 
Like many industries that dominate modern markets, the commercial space 
industry’s “initial surge” (Webber, 2019 p. 1) was facilitated by the United States 





engineer Dr. Wernher von Braun as part of the infamous Operation Paperclip, which was 
designed to redirect German scientists into America and away from the USSR. During 
the Space Race, Von Braun became the lead architect of the Saturn V rocket, which 
transported the first humans to the Moon. This display of immense human achievement 
motivated countless civilians and entrepreneurs including cultural icons like Elon Musk, 
who is leading today’s renaissance in space exploration and commercialization. 
 Space was not always as commercial and free as it is today, though. In the 1970s, 
international governments and private institutions looking to launch payloads were 
required to go through NASA or the Department of Defense, as all expendable launch 
vehicle (ELV) manufacturers were beholden to these two government agencies by law, 
and in the name of national security. In essence, the United States government owned the 
West’s highway to space (Federal Aviation Administration, n.d.). Europe soon caught on 
and developed the European Space Agency, which developed NASA’s first ELV 
competitor, Ariane. 
 NASA developed the Space Shuttle in the late ‘70s mainly to ferry satellites into 
space, and discontinued the majority of ELV production. However, the shuttle did not 
provide the launch volume, nor low cost, that was promised (Sharp, 2017). After 
increased ELV activity due to the Shuttle’s shortcomings, the world’s first private launch 
took place in 1982. Beyond its role as a historic landmark, the ‘82 launch revealed a vast, 
intricate web of regulatory barriers, which lead to President Reagan’s “National Space 
Policy” directive in which he declared private sector involvement in space “a national 
goal” (FAA, n.d.), with hopes to accelerate both the commercialization and the efficiency 





subsequent economic rewards, it was “not sustainable” (Webber, 2019 p. 1) for civil 
space spending to continue “the way it had been done in the 1960s” (Webber, 2019 p. 1). 
This deregulatory move, as well as following space-oriented directives, shifted the large 
cost-burden from the public to the private sector. 
 Despite this attempted shift, private ELV firms still found themselves outmatched 
by Shuttle Program and its superior pocketbook. However, the scales shifted dramatically 
following the 1986 Challenger disaster, which prompted national priorities to align more 
with private ELVs. Throughout the 1980s, President Reagan signed several other pro-
commercialization directives, including the 1988 “Presidential Directive on National 
Space Policy,” which necessitated US government agencies to purchase commercial 
launch services (FAA, n.d.). Decades after Apollo, the script had been flipped 180 
degrees – civil was now downstream from commercial, not the other way around.  
 When discussing an emerging industry like new space,1 which shares so many 
characteristics with traditional aerospace, it is important to clearly delineate the two. “Old 
space,” or traditional aerospace, has typically consisted of (at its highest levels) large 
aerospace original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) like Boeing, Lockheed Martin, 
Bombardier etc., in tandem with world governments that have contracted with them. New 
space on the other hand “refers to the entrepreneurial space companies… that have 
emerged with the new century” (Webber, 2019 p. 37) including SpaceX or Virgin 
Galactic. Companies in this new generation are focused on developing new technologies 
like reusable boosters, creating new business segments like space tourism and 
 
1 New space includes companies that have arisen with the increasing privatization of space. These 






nanosatellite deployment, and accelerating mankind’s space engagement timeline through 
the private sector. While new space undoubtedly owes its status to old space’s 
accumulated knowledge and infrastructure, the important difference lies in the increased 
efficiency and broader range of product/service offerings that this 21st-century rendition 
provides. 
 In his book No Bucks, No Buck Rogers: Creating the Business of Commercial 
Space longtime commercial space entrepreneur Derek Webber lays out several “old vs. 
new space” areas in which new space and old space differ: planning; R&D; design 
engineering; manufacturing; marketing; costing & pricing, and procurement. Firms that 
wish to compete in new space and aerospace-related fields in the 21st century must 
grapple with increased market pressures in each of these areas due to the increased 
privatization of space. 
 To catch a quick glance at how the business has changed, one can look at the 
evolution of government contracts. Traditionally, aerospace contracts were awarded on a 
“cost-plus” basis (Webber, 2019 p. 40); essentially, government agencies would purchase 
a product or service from an OEM by agreeing to cover “all of its allowed expenses” as 
well as “an additional payment that allows the contractor to make a profit” (Hofbauer & 
Sanders, n,d.). While these contracts “typically” (Hofbauer & Sanders, n.d.) include an 
expense limit, Webber argues that cost-plus contracting works against the most basic 
principles that drive effective capitalism, in that they distort the very incentive structure 
that drives productivity: 
For such an “old space” type operation, with “cost-plus” governmental contracts, 
it would actually reduce the organization’s profits for that sector, if costs were to 





the more you will get paid. There is a strong incentive under this system to never 
get the job done. (Webber, 2019 p. 40).  
  
 In modern times, “firm fixed-price” contracts are more common, especially in 
what is considered “new space.” Rather than incentivizing larger costs and reduced 
efficiency, these contracts allow up-and-coming firms to compete without guaranteed 
cost coverage, instead inducing payment “on a milestone-by-milestone basis” (Webber, 
2019 p. 42), making costs “irrelevant” (Webber, 2019 p. 42). Not only does this contract 
structure lessen the taxpayer’s burden, but it reaps the same crucial benefits from healthy 
competition that business strategists like Michael Porter argue contribute to national 
competitive advantage. While this is but one example, it illuminates a broader shift in 
attitudes around commercial space, and an opportunity for new up-and-comers to 
compete with their industry’s legacy players by injecting more innovation and efficiency 
than previously existed.  
 To better comprehend what has been made possible by space’s privatization, one 
ought to look at the pioneers, the 21st century renaissance men, of the new space industry. 
Three individuals: SpaceX’s Elon Musk, Blue Origin’s Jeff Bezos, and Virgin Galactic’s 
Richard Branson, have used their amassed wealth to push new space forward, and are all 
partly responsible for space exploration’s reinstatement to the heights of pop-culture. 
 Elon Musk, who has been dubbed the “real life Tony Stark” by some, has 
arguably achieved more than any individual in commercial space - his company, 
SpaceX,2 has accomplished many of commercial space’s “firsts.” Most recently, SpaceX 
 






became the first private firm to launch human beings into space, humans who then 
docked onto the International Space Station. From launching fleets of 
telecommunications satellites for global internet access, to testing a “Starship” for 
humankind’s journey to Mars, to developing the world’s first reusable rocket boosters, 
SpaceX represents the extremes of what is possible with new space.  
 Bezos, most notable for establishing Amazon, has used his tremendous wealth to 
build Blue Origin,3 which is engaged in many of the same activities as SpaceX. Some of 
Blue Origin’s current and future missions include orbital payload transport (including 
satellites), space exploration, development of a Moon lander, and suborbital “space 
tourism” trips for paying customers. While Blue Origin has consistently trailed behind 
SpaceX, they also represent the extremes of humanity’s interaction with space and help 
foster steady competition at the industry’s highest levels. 
 Billionaire Richard Branson’s dream of creating and supplying a suborbital space 
tourism market has developed slowly, but still carries on. More focused on accessing 
space via horizontal launch (somewhat like the Space Shuttle) Virgin Galactic’s4 aim to 
normalize space tourism has produced real investment and infrastructure in the state of 
New Mexico. Spaceport America, funded by “the state of New Mexico, and the Sierra 
and Dona Ana counties” (Virgin Galactic, n.d.) has not yet seen much activity from its 
anchor tenant Virgin Galactic. Nonetheless, this infrastructure project represents (perhaps 
the more cautionary side of) a recent trend – the establishment of plug-and-play spaceport 
infrastructure across the United States and world. In New Mexico’s case, the anchor 
 
3 Blue Origin - https://www.blueorigin.com/ 
 





tenant, Virgin, succeeded in getting state and local officials to convince taxpayers to help 
fund the project in exchange for the tail-end economic stimulation.5 Going forward, 
however, states may begin to stray away from this public-centric funding source. 
According to the Michigan Aerospace Manufacturing Association’s Executive Director, 
their spaceport will be funded “mostly through private commercial entities.”6 Several 
states have established spaceports to supplement economic development, including 
Texas, Virginia, Florida, California, Alaska, and Oklahoma.   
 While a “spaceport” can be technically defined as a site from which spacecraft are 
launched, they have evolved to essentially serve as “home bases” for new space 
activities. Due to new space’s burgeoning market value and growing business 
opportunities, these spaceports are becoming more attractive to states and municipalities 
both nationally and internationally for their potential to develop and transform regional 
economies. As of 2018, there were 10 licensed spaceports in the US, each with their own 
niches based on geography and infrastructure. Some spaceports, like Spaceport America 
in New Mexico, cater heavily to the space tourism segment, while others offer vertical 
and/or horizontal launches for telecommunication satellites, government and academic 
research, earth observation and a variety of other purposes.  
 Polar orbits, which transverse both north and south poles, are ideal for earth 
observation. Sun-synchronous orbits (SSO), a subsect of polar orbits, orbit the earth once 
per day, providing a dynamic time-scaled look at the earth below. Thus, sun synchronous 
polar orbits are coveted by customers intent on observing dynamic shifts and trends on 
 
5 Read more at: https://www.nbcnews.com/id/wbna17973363 
 






earth’s surface. Potential customers include those involved in forest management, 
aquaculture, agriculture, or even industries such as insurance or GPS, which collect data 
on transportation and movement patterns. Several US spaceport locations currently 
support polar launches including Oklahoma, California, Florida, Virginia, and Alaska – 
all of which received both federal and state financial support. If Maine were to build its 
SpacePort Complex and throw taxpayer dollars behind updating its aerospace 
infrastructure, it would be competing to offer small launch services to SSO polar orbit, 
largely for earth observation purposes via nanosatellites (Wallace, 2020).   
 These satellites are relatively small, typically in the 1-10kg range (NASA, 2015). 
The nanosatellite class relevant to Maine-based applications are called “CubeSats,” 
which can be grouped into constellations that are released simultaneously for a variety of 
commercial purposes. CubeSats’ unit of measurement is the “unit,” which is abbreviated 
as “1U” measuring 10x10x10 centimeters (NASA, 2015). These CubeSats can be 
packaged together as singular payloads, expressed as 6U, 8U, 12U, etc. (NASA, 2015). 
These nanosatellites are increasingly being utilized by academia, government, private 
research labs, industry, and even individual paying customers for scientific or 
commercial earth observation, data collection and analytics, law enforcement, testing 
technology, communications, etc. - but in a much cheaper way than traditional launch 







 The broader commercial space market has been forecasted to generate a value of 
$1 trillion to $1.5 trillion over the next two decades (Wallace, 2020), in large part due to 
advances in technological capability (and public enthusiasm) made by new space’s 
renaissance men. Nanosatellites and microsatellites, as a smaller segment within 
commercial space, held a market value of $1.64 Billion in 2020 (Research and Markets, 
2021), a value expected to compound by roughly 22% annually from 2021-2026 
(Research and Markets, 2021). This growth is being spurred by adjacent growth in the 
aeronautics and satellite industry, advancements in satellite integration with artificial 
intelligence and the Internet of Things (IoT), and commercial, civil, and government 
demand for earth observation, signal monitoring, and communications purposes 
(Research and Markets, 2021). As old barriers to entry are falling, new ideas are 
generating real excitement, and real investment. But how far reaching are these new 
space opportunities in their ability to develop economies, communities? Nanosatellites 





of Maine, stranded on the easternmost periphery of the United States, cash in? And if it 







 SpacePort Maine, a project being spearheaded by the Maine Space Grant 
Consortium with funding from the Maine Technology Institute and NASA’s EPSCoR, is 
a possible means to capitalize on Maine’s potential with nanosatellites and SSO polar 
orbits. In October 2019, Maine State Senator Shenna Bellows (now Secretary of State) 
introduced Bill LR 2970: “An Act To Establish a Public-Private Collaboration for 
Emerging Nanosatellite and Aerospace Technology,” which was approved for review in 
2020 by the Maine Legislative Council. In March 2020, the evolved bill, LD 2092, was 
introduced with the goal of establishing a “Maine SpacePort Complex Leadership 
Council” to create and present a strategic plan on spaceport development to Governor 
Janet Mills and the State Legislature by the end of 2021. The bill was approved and sent 
to the full legislature in March 2020, a month after NASA announced it will be launching 
a Maine-made rocket in 2023 (NASA, 2020). Several developments in Maine’s new 
space industry motivated this bill’s introduction, most notably the rise of two Maine-
based small-scale launch providers: bluShift Aerospace and VALT Enterprises. 
Additionally, Maine’s unique geography, as well as its existing aerospace infrastructure 
at its two former military bases, Loring and Brunswick Landing, give the state several 
inherent advantages over competing spaceport locales. These advantages include a south-
facing coastline prime for conducting highly demanded polar sun-synchronous launches, 
reduced relative need for improving and building support infrastructure, and horizontal 
and suborbital vertical launch capabilities in Loring and Brunswick. 
 To this point (May 2021), a Leadership Council has been established to pen a 





grabbing a large share of the emerging nanosatellite industry for Maine, with the 
spaceport being “the foundation of a new space economic cluster” by way of “building on 
existing economic activity and attracting new companies to utilize its unique capabilities” 
(Maine Space Grant Consortium, 2018).  
 In 2020, the Center for Business and Economic Research at USM published a 
study commissioned by the Maine Space Grant Consortium (MSGC) on the Maine 
SpacePort Complex and subsequent new space economy’s potential economic impact. 
This study concluded that the Complex could potentially generate “$500 million to $2.5 
billion per year” to Maine’s GDP by 2040, and in doing so create between 3,400 and 
6,700 “good paying jobs” (Wallace, 2020) per year, under the assumption that “a new 
space economy emerges according to one of the high and low scenarios” (Wallace, 2020) 
presented in the study. This study does not, however, demonstrate the likelihood of a 
space economic cluster developing in Maine, nor does it provide guidance for what 
policies ought to be taken to ensure success; rather, it assumes that the new space 
economy develops, and from that assumption maps its scenarios and predictions. To 
better understand Maine’s ability to develop a new space economy around SpacePort 
Maine, there are several categories of Maine’s current economic standing that first should 
be analyzed.  
There are several economic indicators relevant to Maine’s new space potential. 
Each year the Maine Economic Growth Council submits a “Measures of Growth” report 
commissioned by the Maine Development Fund (MDF). The following metrics are based 
off the 2020 version of this report. Several noteworthy categories marked as “needing 





per Worker (MDF, 2020). Maine has improved in several important categories including 
Broadband Connectivity, State and Local Tax Burden, Total Employment, and Pre-K 
education (MDF, 2020).   
Maine spends only 0.8% of its GDP on research and development, which ranks 
46th out of 50 in the U.S. and is “one half of the estimated 1.6% average” among EPSCoR 
states (MDF, 2020). EPSCoR is a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) program designed 
to enhance “the competitiveness of energy-related research” by “fostering competitions 
for science and engineering” (DOE, 2021) in twenty-five states that have committed to 
improving “the quality of science and engineering research at their universities and 
colleges” (DOE, 2021).  
In terms of its working population, Maine saw drop of 2,900 in its workforce 
between 2018 and 2019 (MDF, 2020). Eight-grade NAEP math scores are also under par 
- only 34% of students tested proficient, falling 4 points behind the New England 
average, and dropping 7 points since Maine’s 2013 score of 40% proficiency (MDF, 
2020). Maine’s cost of doing business ranked seventh worst in the nation in 2019 (MDF, 
2020), and in 2018, Maine’s value-added per worker (a measure of productivity) dropped 
to 25% lower than the national average (MDF, 2020). In terms of transportation 
infrastructure, Maine also struggled – 42% of Maine’s Priority 1 highways were given a 
“D” or “F” grade (on an A-F scale) in 2019, marking a “steady decline since 2012 in the 
proportion of Maine highways receiving top grades” (MDF, 2020). The condition of 
Maine’s highway infrastructure will likely be important when planning the logistics of 
transporting heavy aerospace machinery and equipment between sites like Brunswick 





Clearly there are areas in which Maine must improve to create and sustain a 
successful new space economy. But in the same way, the spaceport could act as a 
stimulus to build Maine up, attracting high-paying technical jobs that have long evaded or 
left the state. Michael Porter introduced the value chain concept in his 1985 book 
Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance, which breaks 
down a firm’s entire chain of operations and identifies how adding value into each of 
these activities can boost the firm’s competitive advantage within their industry. While 
Porter’s theory still stands, its unit of measurement is the individual firm. A multi-firm 
value chain emerges, however, if one instead applies the value-added concept to firms 
along the product or service’s entire supply chain. The coordinated linkages between 
firms in a single supply chain, as well as the extent to which value can be vertically 
integrated into individual organizations throughout the chain, lead to stronger, more 
efficient, and more competitive value chains.  
 Aerospace comprises “the largest value chain network” (Desai, 2018) in the 
world, and is generally comprised of several defined tiers. First are the OEMs, which 
distribute aircraft specifications to lower tiers and perform final assembly (such firms 
include Boeing, Bombardier, Airbus, etc.) (Desai, 2018). Second are the “Tier 1” firms, 
or “Large Scale Systems Integrators” that manufacture more complex subsystems such as 
“aerostructure, avionics, engines, etc.” (Desai, 2018). Third are the “Tier 2” firms, which 
manufacture tier 1 components and sub-assemblies (Barbosa et al., 2019 p. 4). Fourth are 





and final link in this chain are “Tier 4” firms, which supply advanced materials (Barbosa 
et al., 2019 p. 4).7 
One aerospace value chain example can be found in Bengaluru, India, which 
boasts a growing aerospace tech cluster. A 2018 study that analyzed the regional 
industry’s value chain competitiveness under Michael Porter’s Diamond Model found 
that “70% of final aerospace products” (Desai, 2018) in Bengaluru are sourced to 2nd and 
3rd tier small manufacturing enterprises (SMEs), many of which share “commonalities 
like infrastructure, knowledge and innovation, policies and regulations, investments etc.” 
(Desai, 2018). Desai argues that enhanced collaboration between these multi-tiered firms 
increases value, improving the “competitive position” (2018) not only of the value chain 
itself, but of the individual SMEs as well, driving their profitability, competitiveness, risk 
intelligence, and leanness upwards (2018). This study demonstrates how a tech cluster 
can utilize a geographically clustered value chain to increase competitive advantage, 
benefitting not just the top players, but smaller businesses down the chain as well. There 
are many inherent benefits to this “clustering” phenomenon besides supplier-customer 
interactions, including knowledge diffusion, related industry interaction, informal 
knowledge-sharing at bars and restaurants, broad employer markets, and more.  
 
7 Value chain studies: 
 
a) Desai, N. & S.,Manjunath (2018, July). Value Chain Analysis of Aerospace Cluster in Bengaluru 
using Porter’s Diamond Model. 
b) Barbosa C. et al. (2019) Towards an Integrated Framework for Aerospace Supply Chain 
Sustainability. In: Alves M., Almeida J., Oliveira J., Pinto A. (eds) Operational Research. IO 






Maine’s new space ecosystem already has its own value chain framework, which 
is still (at the time of this study) being assembled by the Leadership Council (Figure 2). 
Maine’s new space value chain highlights the broad economic reach of the proposed 
spaceport, which would integrate firms and industries not only involved in launching 
nanosatellite payloads, but also satellite manufacturers, satellite data users, and other 
ancillary businesses that facilitate activities from nanosatellite manufacturing to the end 
user. Maine’s ability to foster enough of these firms and industries locally in tandem with 
attracting value chain pieces from out-of-state will determine the knowledge, expertise, 
and competitive advantage that is comprised not only within SpacePort Maine itself, but 




 Figure 2 depicts the value chain’s two halves: “upstream” and “downstream.” 





satellites and launch vehicles, while the downstream firms include those that will utilize 
and productize data from satellites, as well as that data’s end-users. According to research 
done by members of the SpacePort Leadership Council thus far, of Maine’s eighty-five 
aerospace firms, twenty participate in new space. Of those twenty new space participants, 
only two are engaged in downstream activities, with the remaining eighteen engaged in 
the upstream portion (MSGC, 2021). This points to an obvious gap in the data 
management, data analysis, and computer science related activities that will need to be 
bolstered for SpacePort Maine to meet the desired demand.  
 The upstream areas in which Maine possesses strength are important however – 
Maine has a strong background in advanced composite materials (MSGC, 2021), an area 
expected to grow alongside aerospace/new space applications in the future. Additionally, 
Maine’s shipbuilding industry possesses skills transferable to spaceport operations, as are 
many other industries that wish to diversify their offerings into a growing industry 
(MSGC, 2021). While there are obviously challenges that Maine will need to overcome 
when it comes to workforce retention and skill development, new space provides a 
window of opportunity to both solve these issues and create broader economic stimulus 
for Maine’s economy. 
When a nation, a state, or a region becomes notorious for their proficiency in a 
new technology or field, it is often due to the clustering of relevant talent and knowledge 
within that geographic area. Throughout history, clusters have been at the center of 
technological breakthroughs; for example, Detroit’s automobile cluster in the mid-1900s, 
or Silicon Valley’s tech cluster from the 1960s to present day. These two locations, one 





gifts. Detroit, a small city at the time, may have greatly benefited simply from local 
stakeholders who “provided more attention and financial support to the new technology 
compared to larger markets,” putting an emphasis on “relational contracts” (Kerr & 
Robert-Nicoud, 2020) that spurred local industry forward in unison. They are sustained 
by their ability to churn out novel goods, services, processes, and technologies, “that 
affect multiple parts of the economy” (Kerr & Robert-Nicoud, 2020). 
But definitionally, tech clusters need more than a single specialized industry to 
persist. While specializing in one industry is beneficial, aspiring tech clusters must rely 
on a broader support system to survive (which it in turn feeds). To maintain status, 
clusters must foster an environment that invites “mobility across employers, flows of 
technical knowledge, and reliance on shared local inputs like a research university” (Kerr 
& Robert-Nicoud, 2020) – each of these factors helps generate new businesses, novel 
ideas, and relentless competitive pressure, forcing the system to continuously evolve. In 
addition to the obvious industry builders such as universities and research labs, there are 
also several concepts, some more intangible than others, that aspiring clusters ought to 
keep in mind.  
19th century economist Alfred Marshall highlighted three forces which are now 
recognized as indicative of successful industry clustering: knowledge spillovers, 
customer-supplier relationships, and targeted labor market pooling (Marshall, 1890). 
Knowledge diffusion is particularly interesting, because while it is obviously linked to 
frequent business interactions stakeholders during the workday, knowledge also diffuses 
through other informal channels, such as bars and restaurants. While these spots feed 





idea factories within industry clusters. One bar in Mountain View, CA was so popular to 
Silicon Valley’s technically-gifted that author Tom Wolfe dubbed it the "fountainhead of 
the semiconductor industry" (Kerr & Robert-Nicoud, 2020). Together, fervent social 
interaction, closely-knit knowledge centers, and formal industry linkages (Kerr & Robert-
Nicoud, 2020) can create what are now referred to as tech clusters – bundles of 







CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY 
To explore the research question “how can Maine become a new space hub?”, 7 
stakeholders in Maine’s aerospace and new space industries were contacted and 
interviewed. Once the interview process began, further interviewees were generated via 
snowball sampling.8 Interview invitations were sent through email, as well as through 
several organizational websites through a “Contact Us” feature. Semi-structured 
interviews were conducted with stakeholders of numerous backgrounds related to new 
space. Participant 1 has long been involved in space consulting and satellite procurement, 
and has published works on the emergence of new space. Participant 2 is involved in 
economic development related to aerospace, and has deep knowledge and experience 
around revitalizing infrastructure for aerospace-related activities. Participants 3 and 4 are 
involved in the Maine SpacePort Leadership Council, which is conducting preliminary 
research to better inform proposals for the Maine SpacePort’s implementation. 
Participants 5 and 6 each work in one of Maine’s two small launch providers, VALT 
Enterprises and bluShift Aerospace, and possess knowledge about aerospace engineering, 
the new space phenomenon, nanosatellites, and Maine’s competitive advantage versus its 
competitors (who are also looking to provide space access to paying customers). 
Participant 7 directs a manufacturing center in Maine, and has deep knowledge of 
advanced manufacturing processes, as well as Maine’s manufacturing business 
ecosystem, which will play an important role in Maine’s new space value chain going 
forward. 
 






Most interviews were done virtually via the video conferencing application Zoom, 
while several interviews were conducted over the phone. Interviews typically lasted 
between 40-50 minutes, but some lasted up to 90 minutes in length. Invitations were sent 
in late December 2020 and continued through March 2021. 
The interviews themselves took place from January through March 2021. All 
interviewees were asked questions derived from an interview questionnaire (see 
Appendix A), but many questions were asked as follow-ups to previous answers. 
All Zoom interviews were recorded on Zoom Cloud and subsequently transferred 
within one week of the initial interview to the principal investigator’s personal laptop, 
whereupon the Zoom Cloud recordings were deleted. To transcribe these interviews, 
Zoom Cloud’s transcription feature was used; however, this service did not transcribe 
words coherently. Thus, interviews were relistened to and transcribed via Microsoft 
Word. Participants’ identities were protected – each was assigned a number 
corresponding to their place in the sequence of interviews (ex: “Participant 1”). 
Michael Porter’s Diamond Model, a well-known measurement of a nation’s 
international competitiveness in a particular industry, was used. Porter measures national 
competitive advantage by inputting national strengths and weaknesses into six broad 
categories: factor conditions, demand conditions, related & supporting industries, firm 
strategy, structure, & rivalry, government, and chance.  
Michael Porter developed the Diamond Model to more closely examine why 
some nations succeed in particular industries while others fail. This model fits well for 
this thesis because it applies not only to national industries, but to state or regional 





strengths and better conclude where they leave Maine in the competitive new space 
landscape, as well as determine how it might improve.  
The first category, factor conditions, demonstrates the extent to which a nation’s 
industry (or even a smaller entity like a regional industry) has the factors of production 
necessary to compete.9 These factors of production include skilled labor, infrastructure, 
and access to capital (Porter, 1990). Demand conditions pertain specifically to domestic 
demand for a product. This is important because industries successful at home may 
develop sophisticated buyers for niche products, allowing them to more seamlessly 
respond to trends (and achieve early-mover status) once their specialized product or 
service hits the larger market. To foster an industry’s healthy and sustainable growth at 
home, competitive related and supporting industries are essential, as complex suppliers 
and complementary services & goods can make a region’s firms more competitive in an 
industry. The strategy, structure, and rivalry of these firms is also important for 
developing competitive advantage,10 as a strong interplay of complex, rigorous 
competition in the home market better prepares firms for large national or international 
markets, forcing firms to find the most effective business practices and offerings to 
survive. 
These four attributes are the determinants of why national industries develop 
international competitive advantage, as well as why smaller regional industries develop 
 
9 The words “nation,” and “region,” as well as “national,” and “regional,” are used interchangeably 
throughout this paper, and all refer to industries based in one geographic location. Maine will be looked at 
as an independent market in this thesis, but its needed relationships to the outside world will also be talked 
about. 
 
10 The term “competitive advantage” refers to whatever it is that enables a firm to outcompete its rivals. 
“National competitive advantage” refers to what sets one nation’s industry apart from competing 





competitive advantage against firms within and outside their home country. However, 
two other variables, government and chance, “can influence the national system in 
important ways, and are necessary to complete the theory” (Porter, 1990 p. 73). While not 
determinants themselves, Porter argues how government and chance can alter the four 
determinants, and thus alter competitive advantage positively or negatively. With regard 
to government’s role, Porter writes:  
Antitrust policy affects domestic rivalry. Regulation can alter home demand 
conditions. Investments in education can change factor conditions. Government 
purchases can stimulate related and supporting industries (Porter, 1990 p. 73). 
In these ways, public policy can alter competitive advantage in any or all determinants. 
While policy alone is not enough to let a national industry sink or swim, “policies 
implemented without consideration of how they influence the entire system… are as 
likely to undermine national advantage as enhance it” (Porter, 1990 p. 73).11  
Maine’s policymakers should consider how their policies affect competitive 
advantage across all industries, including new space. Regarding new space specifically, 
how could Maine’s corporate tax rate affect related and supporting industries that may 
enter the new space economy? How might investments in nanosatellite K-16 programs 
improve Maine’s workforce down the line? In what ways could that investment feed 
demand for new space services in Maine? While not the be-all end-all, government action 
will shape Maine’s new space competitiveness with other locales, which will be shaped 
by their own policies. One avenue that government will certainly interface with is factor 
 
11 For the purposes of this study, only looking the first five categories will be looked at, as the “Chance” 





conditions - from launch infrastructure needing refurbishment, to a workforce needing 
replenishment, factor conditions are essential to Maine’s new space competitiveness. 
More generally, factors include things like "labor, arable land, natural resources, 
capital, and infrastructure" (Porter, 1990 p. 73). In essence, factor-possession is the most 
basic unit of competitive ability in its simplest form; however, factors are also 
multilayered in their complexity and usefulness, as will be discussed later. Porter defines 
five general factor categories, all of which are essential when chasing competitive 
advantage. These categories include human resources, physical resources, knowledge 
resources, capital resources, and infrastructure. 
Human resources refer to a nation’s “quantity, skills, and cost of personnel… 
taking into account standard working hours and work ethic” (Porter, 1990 p. 74). 
Different industries require different skillsets of varying degrees; thus, the term “human 
resources” refers to a broad range of skillsets, but can be winnowed down to relevant 
skillsets when discussing a nation’s competitiveness in a specific industry. 
A nation’s physical resources include “the abundance, quality, accessibility, and 
cost…” (Porter, 1990 p. 74) of natural resources. Also included in physical resources are 
a nation’s climate, location, and geography. Different regional climactic conditions can 
make certain industries and/or business processes more or less enticing, much in the same 
way a nation’s proximity to supply lines and markets can alter its favorability. The more 
inaccessible the basic factors of doing business are, the less favorable that region tends to 






Maine has long struggled within this realm – its out-of-the-way geography has 
historically limited its ability to engage in lucrative industries like automotive and steel. 
Maine’s historic lack of transportation infrastructure12 bound it to Boston out of 
necessity, but it still struggled to connect itself to the larger American economy in 
meaningful ways. From the Civil War’s devastation to the death of north-south coastal 
trade, Maine has been dealt blow after blow, long leaving it on the outskirts of American 
industry.12 Thus, as Maine’s youth earn their high school and college degrees, they often 
feel the need to leave, as their skillsets cannot be maximized in Maine.12 This has created 
a knowledge gap, leaving Maine behind yet again in technologically advanced industries 
that generate the most wealth. 
 Outstanding knowledge resources are vital to building complex economies, as 
they constitute “the nation’s stock of scientific, technical, and market knowledge” 
(Porter, 1990 p. 75) within its institutions. From university research labs, to fine-tuned 
research databases, to accessible trade association resources, nations with reliable 
knowledge infrastructure have a leg-up on the competition. 
 Capital resources, or “the amount and cost of capital available to finance 
industry… such as unsecured debt, secured debt, ‘junk’ (high-risk, high-yield) bonds, 
equity, and venture capital” (Porter, 1990 p. 75), are essential for pursuing the projects 
(which are often high-risk and costly) that most profoundly impact regional economies. 
The availability and efficient use of capital resources is dependent upon “the national rate 
of savings and by the structure of the national capital markets” (Porter, 1990 p. 75) in 
which the invested-in industry resides.  
 






Infrastructure provides a physical skeleton of sorts from which economic and 
business development can flourish given the proper strategic deployment. Important 
components of infrastructure include “the type, quality, and user cost of infrastructure… 
including the transportation system, the communications system, mail and parcel 
delivery, payments or funds transfer, health care, and so on” (Porter, 1990 p. 75). 
Regarding Maine’s new space industry, the existence of infrastructure specialized for 
launching rockets or manufacturing payloads would be incredibly advantageous and 
attractive to companies trying to access those resources. Loring Commerce Center and 
Brunswick Landing are included in the SpacePort Complex’s plans for this reason, as 
they possess launch sites, R&D facilities, broadband connectivity, and more that 
aerospace companies value. 
In the same way structural networks like broadband or railroads can unite an 
economy, other components like housing stock, churches, schools, restaurants, etc. 
“affect the quality of life and the attractiveness of a nation as a place to live and work” 
(Porter, 1990 p. 75). A region that offers good quality of life attracts resources from other 
essential factor categories, thus helping develop a more complete and sophisticated 
regional industry. Skilled workers are a crucial component that quality of life can attract, 
as skilled workers are more advanced than regular workers, and thus harder for 
competitors to replicate. 
Porter differentiates factor classes based on their complexity, and thus their ability 
to alter competitive advantage. One such delineation Porter makes is the separation 
between basic and advanced factors. Basic factors include those advantages with which a 





resources, climate, location, unskilled and semiskilled labor, and debt capital" (Porter, 
1990 p. 77). While basic, these factors are nonetheless important, because they provide a 
nation with an economic base from which to build upon. They do not however guarantee 
success in an industry. Porter explains how over time, the impact of basic factors has 
been undermined by the ability for those factors to be duplicated or superseded by global 
businesses, which can access basic factors "through foreign activities or sourcing on 
international markets" (Porter, 1990 p. 77). Because their creation entails "relatively 
modest or unsophisticated private and social investment," basic factors become 
"increasingly unimportant to national competitive advantage" over time and are 
considered to provide "unsustainable" (Porter, 1990 p. 77) advantage to firms endowed 
with them. This makes basic factors like unskilled labor "increasingly vulnerable to 
pressure on wages" (Porter, 1990 p. 77). 
Thus, a nation must invest in higher magnitude factors in order to stay 
competitive, especially if the nation does not already possess an adequate collection of 
basic factors. These “advanced factors” include “modern digital data communications 
infrastructure, high educated personnel such as graduate engineers and computer 
scientists, and university research institutes in sophisticated disciplines" (Porter, 1990 p. 
77). Unlike their basic counterparts, advanced factors are needed for "higher-order 
competitive advantages such as differentiated products and proprietary production 
technology,” and require significant development demands, as well as "sustained 
investments in both human and physical capital" (Porter, 1990 p.77). These attributes 
make advanced factors relatively scarce; thus, those who can obtain and sustain them are 





upgrading advanced factors, such as targeted educational programs, are expensive and 
require "sophisticated human resources and/or technology" (Porter, 1990 p. 77) to see 
meaningful returns.  
Like how Porter distinguishes between basic and advanced factors, he also makes 
a delineation between generalized and specialized factors. Generalized factors, like basic 
factors, do not further competitive advantage. Similarly, specialized factors promote 
national competitive advantage much like their “advanced” counterparts. 
 Generalized factors assist a nation’s ability to compete in many industries, 
although not to the extent that would alone achieve international competitive advantage. 
For example, the construction of a new highway enables a region’s industries to transport 
goods and services across vast distances. This may unlock superior supply chain 
components, larger consumer pools, and provide more opportunities to level-up offerings 
and strategies. Generalized factors also include “a supply of debt capital, or a pool of 
well-motivated employees with college educations" (Porter, 1990 p. 78). In essence, 
generalized factors are the tide that lifts all boats.  
Specialized factors on the other hand create distance between a nation and its 
competitors. Such specialized items include "narrowly skilled personnel, infrastructure 
with specific properties, [and] knowledge bases in particular fields" (Porter, 1990 p. 78) – 
all things that serve narrow interests, but if successful can reverberate economic and 
business development into the surrounding communities. Places looking to create 
specialized factors must be ready to contribute “more focused, and often riskier, private 





generalized factors from which industry can grow. Development of advanced and 
specialized factors, Porter argues, is required for national competitive advantage:  
The most significant and sustainable competitive advantage results when a nation 
possesses factors needed for competing in a particular industry that are both 
advanced and specialized. The availability and quality of advanced and 
specialized factors determine the sophistication of competitive advantage that can 
potentially be achieved and its rate of upgrading (Porter, 1990 p. 79). 
 
Even the most advanced and specialized factors, such as skilled human and knowledge 
resources, depreciate relatively quickly. Thus, they need to be "constantly upgraded and 
specialized" (Porter, 1990 p. 80) to counteract their natural degradation. Porter 
demonstrates this concept through Germany's optics industry, which maintained 
advantage and continued to innovate by developing graduates and skilled workers "from 
special university programs in optical physics and… specialized apprenticeship 
programs" (Porter, 1990 p. 79).  
 These programs and institutions that are able to produce advanced and specialized 
factors, whether they reside in universities, government labs, or in the private sector, are 
"more important to competitive advantage than the nation's current factor pool" (Porter, 
1990 p. 80) and must be upgraded not only on a regular basis, but more and more over 
time.13 
And while all sources of factor creation are beneficial, Porter states that focused 
private sector investment plays a unique role, as firms are most attuned to industry needs 
and new areas of interest (Porter, 1990 p. 81). However, this does not exonerate 
government from helping develop workforce or infrastructure, because government 
investment into basic research creates new opportunities for commercial innovation. 
 
13 Due to rising factor standards across the globe, national investment into R&D activities must accelerate 





Upon obtaining initial government support, private entities can then identify specific 
areas in need of focused R&D from a higher vantage point than previously held. 
 A national or regional industry that possesses robust factors, especially advanced 
and specialized factors, is better positioned for gaining a competitive advantage than a 
counterpart that lacks robust factors. While Porter’s Diamond Model insists that a 
national industry cannot develop competitive advantage without higher-order factors, it 
also cannot succeed if it does not possess the other determinants in adequate fashion as 
well. The next determinant, demand conditions, measures the degree to which a domestic 
market can sufficiently prepare an industry’s firms for developing competitive advantage. 
Porter argues that if home demand is not yet complex enough, the home industry will not 
develop sustainable competitive advantage once its hits the broader market and finds 
itself in global competition. 
A regional industry’s demand conditions are dependent on the following three 
items: home demand makeup, the size and growth of home demand, and how domestic 
demand is “internationalized” (Porter, 1990 p. 97), with the first item being the most 
impactful of the three. While larger countries often have larger home test markets (which 
would seemingly be an advantage), Porter stresses that the quality or sophistication of 
home demand supersedes the size. 
One determinant of growth friendly home demand is high levels of sophistication 
amongst a regional industry’s consumers – a phenomenon that often arises from specific 
local circumstances that create demanding, complex consumers. For example, the 
Japanese air conditioning sector supplies domestic customers who demand compact, 





tightly packed together” (Porter, 1990 p. 89). These units then succeeded internationally; 
after all, consumers in virtually any nation would prefer smaller and quieter AC units. 
These firms were not driven to succeed because of an epiphany about international 
consumers, but instead because their home market was able to “provide a window into 
the most advanced buyer needs" (Porter, 1990 p. 89). 
The sophistication of Japanese AC consumers blends in with another aspect of 
home demand composition, which is the importance of anticipatory buyer needs. If an 
industry’s home buyers are sophisticated on a world-class level, they may serve as "early 
adopters of new product and service varieties" (Porter, 1990 p. 91); consequently, 
domestic firms will evolve very quickly with tomorrow's demand trends, creating their 
products in the same states and city-blocks as the world’s most informative consumers. In 
this way, ideal home market demand habits serve as an "early warning indicator" (Porter, 
1990 p. 91) of soon-to-be widespread needs. While the essential nature of sophisticated 
domestic consumers is matter of fact, the conversation about ideal home demand size is 
still ongoing. Some argue that substantial home14 demand creates economies of scale and 
is thus a strength, while others have argued that when the home market is small, firms are 
forced to look outwards and thus create competitive advantage through advanced 
international exporting (Porter, 1990 p. 92).  
There are, at least, some general rules that determine whether home market size is 
advantageous across situations. For instance, if a national industry requires “heavy R&D 
requirements, substantial economies of scale in production, large generation leaps in 
technology, or high levels of uncertainty" (Porter, 1990 p. 93), then significant home 
 





demand is quite helpful. The U.S. commercial aircraft industry is R&D intensive, 
economies-of-scale demanding, and has achieved success in part due to substantial 
domestic demand from the world’s most advanced consumers for decades.  
If local buyers are sophisticated, they tend to lead global trends into new segments 
(i.e., Japanese small AC units). Early local demand for a specific industry segment allows 
local firms to achieve early-mover status on developing useful technologies and methods 
by way of "building large-scale facilities and accumulating experience" (Porter, 1990 p. 
95). In this way, firms can identify popular industry segments and product types before 
competitors, allowing themselves enough time to develop "competitive strategies… with 
these segments in mind" (Porter, 1990 p. 95) which in turn encourages financial 
investment. 
Industry-specific investment rates sometimes follow a similar trendline as the 
home market’s growth rate, as “rapid domestic growth leads a nation's firms to adopt new 
technologies faster, with less fear that they will make existing investments redundant 
(Porter, 1990 p. 94). This could serve to not only increase the industry’s confidence, but 
the confidence of external contemplative investors as well.  
 Additionally, innovation generally improves in regions where there are "a number 
of buyers, each with its own ideas about product needs" (Porter, 1990 p. 94) as opposed 
to a small handful of buyers. When the number of independent buyers is large and 
sophisticated, "the pool of market information" (Porter, 1990 p. 94) expands, leading to 
more educated and adaptive decision-making that bolsters firms' competitiveness both 





domestic buyer preferences can be mirrored internationally, a process referred to as 
“internationalization” (Porter, 1990 p. 97).  
 A pathway by which domestic preferences for industry offerings can be 
internationalized is if domestic buyers are multinational companies or mobile consumers, 
as these buyers also consume similar products and services from foreign competition. In 
this way, consumers with roots in other venues demonstrate “the opportunity of 
establishing an overseas presence” (Porter, 1990 p. 98). Another trend favoring 
successful domestic firms is the tendency for multinational companies to favor suppliers 
in their home nation/region "long after their international position is established" (Porter, 
1990 p. 98); thus, trustworthy homegrown suppliers are often dragged overseas with their 
multinational buyers to accompany them into foreign markets.  
 With strong, sophisticated demand for a regional industry’s offerings from their 
home market, the prospect of developing a competitive advantage within the regional 
industry is certainly made more possible. However, strong home demand is not enough 
for that industry’s sustained economic prosperity, as the other determinants not only 
complement, but supplement its growth. For instance, without the presence of suitable 
related industries, “firms may lack the ability to respond to demanding home buyers” 
(Porter, 1990 p. 99), defeating hopes for sustained prosperity.  
When thinking about competing regional industries, there are plenty of important 
categories one might analyze that measure solely the proficiencies within each industry’s 
nation, and within its firms. Whether it’s the supply of skilled workers in the nation, the 
complexity of buyers in the nation, or the intensity of rivalry within that nation’s 





Another determinant that must be analyzed originates outside the firm or its industry - the 
related and supporting industries within the targeted industry’s regional network. Some of 
these supporting industries serve as suppliers, while others are simply adjacent but 
similar in composition and knowledge; either way, the proficiency of these related 
industries is essential for creating and sustaining a competitive advantage.   
Globally competitive suppliers can give firms down the value chain "early, rapid, 
and sometimes preferential access" (Porter, 1990 p. 101) to world-class product 
components at discounted prices. Even better, when the regional value chain harbors 
globally competitive suppliers, downstream firms experience "maximum benefit" from 
superior "technology flows" and "more valuable sources of information and insights" 
(Porter, 1990 p. 104).  
However, Porter argues that the cost efficiency and rapidity created by 
geographically clustered value chains is less valuable and complex than the "process of 
innovation and upgrading" (Porter, 1990 p. 103) that stems from that closeness. When 
working near suppliers, buyers gain the ability to offer technical input on the products 
they are purchasing. In technological sectors like advanced manufacturing, these buyers 
can even serve as research & development test sites for their suppliers. Not only does this 
situation create an R&D infrastructure benefit to the supplier, but it allows buyers to 
“gain access to information, to new ideas and insights, and to supplier innovations" 
(Porter, 1990 p. 103). If suppliers do not conduct primary R&D locally, then “it is 
unlikely that buyers will get information as early or have the same opportunities for joint 
development and other forms of deep interchange" (Porter, 1990 p. 104) as competitors 





This proximity-dependent mutualism between supplier and buyer can be 
expanded beyond the individual firm. Suppliers “tend to be a conduit for transmitting 
information and innovations” (Porter, 1990 p. 103) to firms within their value chain or to 
entire industries – a process that becomes more impactful with increased closeness and 
communication. Additionally, the degree of competitiveness within a home supplier 
industry can supersede "well qualified foreign suppliers" (Porter, 1990 p. 103) if 
competition between home suppliers is high. Competition can be heightened by personal 
pride, in part because firms are able to watch their competitors evolve up close, 
increasing their own ability to counter-adapt and become preeminent in the local 
ecosystem. 
Increased exposure to innovative practices, increased confidence and closeness 
with value chain partners, and more rapid access to valuable information are all benefits 
provided to firms by internationally competitive, neighboring suppliers. Just as the 
greatness of competitive suppliers can rub off on an industry, competitive adjacent 
industries upgrade peers in the home nation or region as well.  
 Valuable data, novel technology, and innovative practices are all made more 
transferrable when related industries are close, both in proximity and in culture. These 
connections sometimes result in useful inter-industry partnerships, as was the case with 
Switzerland’s Ricola, which reached international markets more quickly through 
compatriot firm Tobler/Jacob’s foreign distribution channels (Porter, 1990 p. 106).  
 In the same way regional industries prosper from working with competitive home 
suppliers, related industries with their own competitive advantages provide similar 





opportunity to share critical activities” (Porter, 1990 p. 107), adjacent industries can 
evolve with them, leading to success in their own lane.  
While developing a competitive advantage becomes more likely with both 
competitive suppliers and competitive supporting industries, those two things cannot 
replace the other pieces of Porter's Diamond Model. Advanced and specialized factors, 
sophisticated domestic demand, and fierce domestic rivalry between domestic firms need 
to be sufficiently strong as well.  
The individual firm’s ability to develop competitive advantage is heavily based 
upon the market-tested effectiveness of their company’s structure, their business strategy, 
and the degree to which they are competing domestically. While the ideal models of these 
three categories change between industries, it is essential for nations chasing international 
competitive advantage to correctly develop, adapt, and let permeate the most effective 
conditions for firms to operate in. 
Depending on the level of technical skill required within an industry, ideal 
frameworks for firm structure can change. For example, German industries with "high 
technical or engineering content" (Porter, 1990 p. 108) tend to boast executives with 
advanced technical skills who foster "a strong inclination toward methodical product and 
process improvement" (Porter, 1990 p. 108) - a necessary direction for highly complex, 
specialized manufacturing processes needed in industries such as aerospace. But while 
industry’s demands often mold effective firm hierarchies and networks, cultural attributes 
also alter how firms arrange themselves and their linkages. Due to Italy’s predominant 
family-centric, highly individualist culture,15 its internationally competitive shoe industry 
 
15 While “family-centric” and “individualistic” may sound like contradicting terms, Porter uses them to 





is dominated by smaller distinct, family-owned shoe shops rich with historical knowledge 
of the trade. Being composed of small firms versus large factories works for their more 
affluent market segment, and in turn runs smoothly within the Italian operating system.  
Different nations have different priorities and goals for numerous reasons 
including the goals of its policymakers, and the visions of its entrepreneurs and 
innovators. Michael Porter argues that if a nation's "goals and motivations are aligned 
with the sources of competitive advantage" with "unusual commitment and effort" 
(Porter, 1990 p. 110), the industries it targets will succeed. If a nation’s stakeholders and 
inhabitants feel tied to a particular industry, “the ripple effect on national competitive 
advantage can be enormous” (Porter, 1990 p. 115). As Porter puts it, a particular industry 
will likely succeed in a nation if it is “where the heroes come from” (Porter, 1990 p. 115).  
 Without consistent re-ups in investments of all kinds, however, an industry fueled 
by excitement will not last – sustained commitment from the individuals and companies 
involved is essential for achieving competitive advantage. The firms, including their 
employees and shareholders, carry an incredible burden - often weighed down more by 
risk, anxiety, and potential financial losses. In the face of it all, however, these obstacles 
and fears must be overcome if success is to be realized. But even if advantage is gained, 
keeping that advantage alive proves demanding still: 
Preserving advantage may well require reinvesting all available profits in a major 
restructuring despite low current returns and in the face of substantial risk. 
Innovations are frequently most necessary at times when current profitability is 
down (Porter, 1990 p. 116). 
 
 
case, Porter is illustrating that Italians generally prefer working in small family-owned businesses as 





 Therefore a firm’s goals, as well as the actions needed to achieve those goals, 
should be identified early. The same goes for the nation – commitments must be made by 
policymakers and industry in accordance with the determinants of competitive advantage, 
and must be done so relentlessly. If Maine were to pursue building spaceport facilities 
with public funding, the private sector stakeholders will need to convince policymakers 
of the project’s worth, who in turn will need to convince taxpayers that their dollars will 
pay dividends in jobs and economic stimulation. This gritty, doubling-down reinvestment 
mindset is made more likely if the region’s culture is closely knit in ways that promote 
value chain cooperation, like between Italy’s shoemakers and suppliers which pivot 
quickly due to their constant interconnectivity in daily life (Porter, 1990 p. 116). The 
rivalry between firms must also be relentless for competitive advantage outside the home 
region to be realized.  
Intense rivalry in a firm’s early stages prepares it for intense competition in the 
international market. The more a national industry’s firms become internationally 
competitive, the stronger that industry, that economy, and that nation become. Even small 
nations, which boast far fewer firms in any given industry than the U.S., can achieve 
profound international competitive advantage and thus accelerate their economies. Often 
the deciding factor is not the nation’s size or even the industry’s size, but the existence of 
“a number of strong local rivals” (Porter, 1990 p. 117) that apply constant pressure on 
one another to evolve in ever-more efficient and demanding ways, which in turn 
improves the national industry’s competitiveness.  
For instance, when local competition is intense, players within the industry can 





Thus, the success of one firm "proves to others that advancement is possible" (Porter, 
1990 p. 119), and that drive to advance is further driven by "emotional and even 
personal" (Porter, 1990 p. 119) reasons that arise from direct competition visible to local 
media, consumers, and civilians in general. Strong local rivalry also creates pressure to 
upgrade and innovate beyond basic homefield advantages, and instead pursue more 
advanced resources via “find[ing] proprietary technologies, reap[ing] economies of scale, 
[and] creat[ing] their own international marketing networks (Porter, 1990 p. 119). All 
local firms have access to the same basic factor advantages, so the floor for developing 
and sustaining competitive advantage is raised when local rivalry is intense.  
Thinking of Maine’s polar launch competition in Florida, California, Alaska, and 
elsewhere, the strength of Maine’s new space value chain becomes important - the sum 
value created in those segments will compete with launch services offered in those other 
states. But on a smaller scale, strong rivalry between those firms in Maine’s value chain 
will be crucial for constant innovation. Without that, other spaceport states will develop 
new technologies, improve processes, and create complex advantages that are difficult to 
overcome.  
Domestic rivalry also can protect firms from foreign competitors that seek to 
exploit the home market. Local competition forces firms to adopt "alternative approaches 
to strategy" (Porter, 1990 p. 120) and diversify their offerings across multiple segments. 
This tends to drive local innovation forward, and may keep foreign competitors away, as 
they are likely not familiar with localized distribution strategies, popular product 





 Additionally, a competitive home market that is engaged in international trade 
leads to healthy avenues of government support for the entire industry, including 
"assistance in opening foreign markets and investments in specialized factor creation" 
(Porter, 1990 p. 121). On domestic rivalry, Porter argues that "government contracts do 
not become a guaranteed market for one company" when rivalry is intense; thus, aside 
from the actual structure of government contracts, competition can help ensure 
government projects are undertaken by tried-and-tested companies. This is already being 
demonstrated by one of Maine’s small launch providers – VALT Enterprises, which has a 
government contract. However, this is not because VALT fiercely competes with other 
Maine or New England rocket companies. This industry is national, if not international, 
meaning that to the extent “domestic rivalry” improved VALT’s quality, it was domestic 
in terms of the United States.16 
For domestic rivalry to flourish, new businesses must be created to sustain 
constant innovation and upgrading, and thus competitive advantage. Once an 
environment is developed that fosters new business formation, the regional industry will 
consistently be well positioned to respond to new trends, as these new competitors figure 
out how to "serve new segments and try new approaches that older rivals fail to 
recognize" or cannot respond to (Porter, 1990 p. 122).  
Because related prior knowledge and expertise is crucial to an emerging firm's 
success, firms from related industries are often uniquely positioned to enter another 
industry and begin anew, successfully. Porter refers to this concept as "internal 
 
16 This is an important distinction because “nanolaunchers” like VALT and bluShift compete with other 
nanolaunchers, which are not clustered like competing restaurants or clothing stores – they are spread 





development" or "internal entry," (Porter, 1990 p. 123), which stresses the importance for 
new firm creations as opposed to firm acquisitions. National industries develop 
competitive advantage when a plethora of firms in related industries are enabled and 
encouraged to cross over by "conditions which foster active internal entry" (Porter, 1990 
p. 123). 
One might predict if an industry will spawn new companies by looking at some of 
the other sections of the Diamond Model. For example, "factor conditions, in the form 
of… skilled and specially trained personnel" are needed for new business formation 
(Porter, 1990 p. 123), especially in today's more technologically advanced industries. 
Adequate risk capital is also necessary for funding costly projects with funding 
requirements that "cannot be met with individual savings and internally generated funds" 
(Porter, 1990 p. 123).  
While private investment is essential to fostering new business incubation and 
thriving domestic competition, the fruits of those investments may be damaged or 
squandered if policymakers do not maximize their potential to grow. Government does 
not represent one of the four determinants of national competitive advantage in Michael 
Porter’s Diamond Model; however, it does impact how effective each determinant can be.  
The four main determinants of national competitive advantage are factor 
conditions, demand conditions, related and supporting industries, and firm rivalry, 
structure, and strategy. Porter's model does not consider government as a fifth 
determinant, but instead argues that more than anything, government alters each 
determinant’s outcomes through policy: 
Factor conditions are affected through subsidies, policies toward the capital 





local product standards or regulations that mandate or influence buyer needs. 
Government is also a major buyer of many products in a nation, among them 
defense goods, telecommunications equipment, aircraft for the national airline, 
and so on… Government can shape the circumstances of related and supporting 
industries in countless other ways, such as control of advertising media or 
regulation of supporting services. Government policy also influences firm 
strategy, structure, and rivalry, through such devices as capital market regulations, 
tax policy, and antitrust laws (Porter, 1990 p. 128). 
 
Policy can touch upon each determinant of competitive advantage, and thus has 
the power to encourage/discourage new business formation in an industry, 
increase/decrease industry cohesion through partnerships and communication, 
jumpstart/ignore emerging industries, and more. But while government can increase the 
odds of developing competitive advantage within an industry, it "lacks the power to 
create advantage itself" (Porter, 1990 p. 128) – to create positive change, it requires 
national proficiency in factor conditions, demand conditions, related industry, and firm 
structure, strategy, and rivalry. These determinants all involve industry, which will best 
be able to identify and advertise helpful policy considerations, which can in turn be used 
to show constituents the value of the Maine SpacePort Complex. 
Unlike the other determinants, chance, the sixth and final component of the 
Diamond Model, is difficult to measure in a singular study with interviews. In addition, it 
is difficult to make policy suggestions based on chance; therefore, chance was omitted 
from this analysis. 
With regard to Maine and its new space prospects, Porter’s Diamond Model can 
provide a glimpse into the determinants of competitive advantage as they exist in Maine 
through the eyes of Maine’s most informed new space stakeholders. For example, is 
Maine’s workforce competent enough in skills that are essential for supporting new space 





How sophisticated and wide-ranging will Maine’s spaceport customers be, and how could 
Maine continue to develop this consumer base? How competitive are the industries that 
reside within the new space value chain, and what can be done to make them more 
effective? How have the firms already involved in Maine’s new space economy reached 
their current position, and how can Maine foster more companies like theirs? All of these 
questions can be asked through the lens of the Diamond Model’s determinants, which 
paints a comprehensive picture of Maine’s new space outlook, as well as how that 






CHAPTER THREE: FINDINGS 
The interview findings are broken down into determinants from Porter’s Diamond 
Model: Factor Conditions; Demand Conditions; Related & Supporting Industries; Firm 
Strategy, Structure, & Rivalry; and Government. These sections display how the 
interviewees view Maine’s current new space capability, and provide suggestions for 
Maine’s best paths forward, through the lens of the Diamond.  
In general, participants were enthusiastic and confident in the SpacePort’s 
prospects. While much of this confidence radiated from Maine’s existing aerospace 
infrastructure, other areas like Maine’s knowledge base in related and supplier industries, 
home demand for nanosatellite launches, interest from aerospace firms and agencies in 
Maine’s launch facilities, and developments in the education arena all indicated strong 
hopes for the future. However, the interviewees were not shy about Maine’s 
shortcomings, and many of them addressed up front that Maine will not become 
competitive by relying on the state’s resources alone, nor if it refuses to upgrade its 
current assets. Maine lacks in several key determinants, but also possesses great strengths 
from which the state should build upon to increase its competitiveness in new space. 
Of the determinants of competitive advantage, Maine’s factors were the most 
frequently mentioned. One major reason is Maine’s stock of highly specialized aviation 
infrastructure in Brunswick and Limestone - which most participants cited as a driving 
force behind the SpacePort Initiative. Speaking about both Loring Commerce Center and 
Brunswick Landing, Participant 2 stressed that these assets create “some real opportunity 
to grow,” and lamented about how “the taxpayer paid for significant assets that have 





optic cable and an engine-testing facility that can house rockets, is state-of-the-art and 
ready to go (Participant 6).  
Commercial entrants to Loring may also benefit from low barriers to entry, due to 
the base’s lack of military activity (which other spaceports like Vandenburg in California 
deal with). Participant 6 spoke about a recent encounter he had with BBC journalists at 
Loring who were shocked at their ability to enter without being overwhelmed by 
clearance procedures, which they were forced to undergo at a previous launch location. 
Despite Loring’s impressive assets, Participant 2 pointed out a potential weakness 
– its remoteness. He voiced concerns about the amenities surrounding Loring, pointing 
out that engineers and researchers “don't want to have to drive six hours to go to a 
restaurant.” Participant 1 also highlighted Loring’s lack of surrounding amenities as a 
potential problem, but noted that Loring may attract those very things because of its 
specialized infrastructure. Participant 1 cited bluShift’s Stardust 1.0 launch as an example 
– the launch was an event that directed interested parties to explore northern Maine and 
witness Loring’s facilities. With a piece of the SpacePort Complex housed at Loring, this 
phenomenon could be multiplied by several thousand people who relocate to work and 
live there. This could also create “ancillary industries and consultants” (Participant 1) 
which would further develop and populate the area, perhaps filling out and developing 
surrounding towns like Caribou and Presque Isle. 
Regarding Brunswick’s aerospace assets, Participant 2 listed TechPlace (its 
manufacturing incubator) as well as a collection of machine shops, composite facilities, 
testing facilities, and aerospace companies, including both of Maine’s small launch 





Brunswick Landing, “could be the education piece, the mission control, and the R&D 
center” for the Maine SpacePort Complex considering interested parties “can jump on a 
train in Cambridge, Massachusetts and in two hours” arrive in Brunswick. Supplemented 
by the ability for stakeholders and researchers to “fly right in from Boston or any place 
else fairly easily,” makes it “an ideal R&D center for aerospace” in Participant 2’s eyes. 
Brunswick also boasts geographic advantages important for R&D purposes, 
including the ability to “go out over the ocean and not interrupt airspaces, not go over 
major population areas… [and] do stuff for the Federal Government,” (Participant 2) 
which companies are already doing. Participant 2 also mentioned Maine’s “fairly 
unencumbered airspace” as a strategic advantage for aerospace R&D opportunities going 
forward. 
On a broader scale, geography was indicated as being central to Maine’s new 
space competitiveness – the south-facing coastline creates a polar SSO launch capability 
that makes Maine, according to Participant 2, a strategic center “for once in our lifetime.” 
However, Participant 1 indicated that the polar SSO launch capability is “a bit special… 
but it’s not unique,” citing spaceports in Virginia and Florida, as well as several others 
that “don't exist yet, but they are ahead of Maine,” including Nova Scotia and Scotland 
(Participant 6). 
While Loring and Brunswick both serve as high-potential R&D and launch sites, 
neither can feasibly serve as Maine’s polar launch site. Because of the need to launch in a 
southern trajectory, polar launches from Loring would “be passing over Route 1 and I-





and the FAA (Participant 6). Thus, a launch site off the coast in Washington County will 
likely serve as the best option to maximize Maine’s inherited geographic advantage.  
In terms of what they do offer, Brunswick and Loring can both support nonpolar 
launches. Participant 6 delved deeper, stating that “Loring has a great potential for low 
altitude, amateur-level suborbital vertical launch similar to what Stardust 1.0 did.”17 He 
also recommended Loring as “a great place for a balloon launch, a rockoon they call it…” 
as well as “a horizontal launch with an aircraft, probably a 737 variant.” While he 
concluded that bluShift Aerospace would operate primarily out of Washington County, 
he suggested that “VALT, if they’re launching off an aircraft, they could operate out of 
Limestone - or Brunswick.” Researchers working directly with CubeSats, the 
nanosatellite variant already being worked on by Maine schools, could run successful 
R&D operations directly out of Loring (Participant 6). Even a small CubeSat R&D 
operation could walk their CubeSat “from the table to the plane” to test for themselves 
how their device performs during a parabolic flight18 (Participant 6). For experiments like 
this, Loring could be a great destination for academic and private sector research. 
While Maine’s specialized facilities themselves are essential to being competitive, 
so are the supporting linkages. Participant 2 highlighted two important linkages: IT and 
broadband connectivity. Loring is already sitting on relatively cutting-edge high-speed 
fiber optic cable, as mentioned by Participant 6. Participant 2 displayed optimism about 
 
17 Stardust 1.0 was launched on January 31st, 2021, serving as an official demonstration of bluShift 
Aerospace’s launch capability. Stardust 1.0 was the first commercial rocket launch in Maine, and the first 
rocket in history to be launched using a bio-derived fuel source. 
 
18 Parabolic flights simulate weightlessness by flying in an arc, creating a short window at the top of the 
curve where persons and objects inside are in freefall. This method is used to run experiments, test space 






Maine’s broadband and IT supporting infrastructure, indicating that while “we still have a 
ways to go compared to some other rural states… Maine is in pretty darn good shape on 
broadband and infrastructure related to IT.” Many local businesses have been spurred up 
due to improved communication and telework abilities, broadening Maine’s economic 
base and strengthening Maine’s ability to compete in industries across the board 
(Participant 2). 
 Like the business linkages, Maine’s academic institutions were also frequently 
mentioned. Participants were complimentary of Maine’s engineering prowess; for 
example, Participant 2 mentioned that the University of Maine has been “doing a lot of 
good stuff with their engineering programs and composites manufacturing,” which 
Participant 3 echoed, saying "we do have in higher education really good engineering 
programs at the University of Maine as well as science programs.” Participant 3 also 
noted the University of Southern Maine’s engineering program, which has already 
launched a K-16 program that integrates CubeSats into undergraduate and high school 
curriculums. Similar space-related activities are taking place in Orono, where Dr. Ali 
Abedi is “working in wireless sensor technology that he’s tested in the space station” and 
another faculty member has done testing and evaluation for NASA on a potential Mars 
entry vehicle (Participant 3). 
 Participant 2 delved deeper into Maine’s higher education, mentioning the 
Southern Maine Community College campus at Brunswick Landing as well as his 
organization’s recent work with the regional technical high schools. This work includes 
establishing “a four-year technical high school… around training the technicians” who 





the University of Maine at Augusta’s drone pilot school in Brunswick Landing, as well as 
plans for “an FAA-certified aviation maintenance technician school.” Participant 2 
summed up this stock of technical assets saying “we have a lot of assets already there, 
and we're just trying to capitalize on it.” 
Participant 6 also praised Maine’s emerging space-related educational programs, 
wishing he was “10 years younger” to experience them himself. Due to the momentum 
behind these programs, many of which are already “in the tubes,” he believes that Maine 
will be an “amazing state to learn about aerospace in” for years to come. 
While their tones were frequently optimistic, participants did admit that Maine’s 
education system and workforce suffer from glaring deficiencies. Participant 3 noted this 
gap, stating “Yes we have assets, yes we have programs, but they need to be tweaked… 
K-12, there’s a lot of issues associated with that.” Tied to gaps in both K-12 and higher 
education is Maine’s STEM workforce, which multiple participants pointed out as in 
need of repair. Participant 2 stressed that the workforce did not stack up to Maine’s other 
strong suits, adding that “providing a workforce for the future is a critical challenge for 
Maine, and it needs some focus.” Participant 3, referencing his work on the SpacePort 
Council to identify relevant skill gaps, indicated that Maine “can’t rely on our workforce” 
and that it is known “from prior data analysis that we have a significant shortage in the 
STEM related workforce here in the state.”  
Participants indicated several ways Maine can better develop factors conducive to 
new space success. Regarding education, the recently added Roux Institute could help 
foster some of the STEM workforce that Maine sorely needs. The intent of the Institute is 





sectors that will also be “fundamental to the whole new space industry” (Participant 2) 
like AI and data analytics. 
Participant 3 further stressed the need for a consistent effort to improve Maine’s 
STEM graduate pool. As of now, there is not a consistent flow of STEM graduates out of 
Maine schools. If Maine were to foster better attainment of STEM degrees, those 
graduates could be enticed to stay in Maine and participate in the new space economy. 
But while increasing homegrown STEM is important, the STEM knowledge gap will not 
be filled by solely increasing STEM engagement in Maine’s high schools and universities 
(Participant 6). For the survival of Maine’s SpacePort Initiative, Maine’s STEM 
workforce must be built with outside assistance, particularly in the form of “partnerships 
and collaborations with the research institutions not only in New England but outside of 
New England” (Participant 3). By taking a “borderless” approach, the SpacePort stands 
the best chance to get the workforce, develop assets, and “support the growth of the 
state’s economy” (Participant 3).  
Participant 6 suggested a separate consideration for the University of Maine: 
developing an aerospace engineering major, which is a step up from the aerospace 
engineering concentration offered in UMaine’s mechanical engineering major. 
Participant 6 emphasized the difference between concentration and major, stating that a 
concentration is “not what people are looking for on a resume.” He continued: 
“If I was a student at UMaine today, and I was into engineering and aerospace, I 
would not bank my entire future on the credibility of the Center for Undergraduate 
Research. No offense to that institution, it’s amazing… I love the work that they’re 
doing, but that’s not what people are looking for on a resume. They want to see 
‘I’m a major in aerospace engineering…’ But the thing is, the Center for 
Undergraduate Research has that. You have people that are probably more qualified 
than many aerospace engineers coming out of that program, but it doesn’t say that 





David Batuski, Ali Abedi, and bring in Jeremy Qualls from USM and say ‘what’s 
missing here, what do we need?’” 
Another policy recommendation was the upgrading of Maine’s launch 
infrastructure. While Loring and Brunswick are both highly specialized, neither support 
the niche polar SSO launch capability. Instead, constructing a launch site in Washington 
County could do this. From this site, launch providers could access polar SSO orbit both 
safely and legally. According to Participant 6, the polar launch site would not be feasible 
on land due to an exclusion zone restriction: “long story short – the big hurdle is that 
houses are too close to each other, the population is not sparse enough – in Limestone or 
Washington County.” Thus, Participant 6 suggested that a barge launch, which would 
allow his company to “safely conduct a launch farther away from the shore” would be the 
best course of action.  
Regarding how Maine’s SpacePort Complex will stack up against its direct polar 
launch competition at Kodiak and Vandenburg, Participant 6 pointed out that “just by 
virtue of existing with a land connection, not being part of a military launch site, and 
being dedicated nanolaunch… all of which are less work to achieve than what our 
competitors had to do… we can give ourselves three really distinctive edges on a vertical 
launch site on the coast.” However, Maine’s ability to urgently create the polar launch 
site in Washington County and to refurbish facilities in Loring and Brunswick “is 
paramount” because of the current spaceport rush across the country and globe 
(Participant 6). Because it already has two facilities almost completely ready in 
Brunswick and Loring with the costs needed to refurbish those facilities resembling 
“pocket-change” compared to building a spaceport from scratch (Participant 6), Maine 





cheapest one” to build (Participant 6). If Maine’s decision makers act quickly and bring 
things up to speed soon, small launch providers like bluShift can immediately begin 
revenue generation for themselves and the state. Participant 6 compared this scenario to 
the Gold Rush - in this case not by western settlers for gold, but by nanolaunch 
companies like bluShift for polar launch facilities.  
Several participants highlighted that regional and national customers in academia, 
government, and the private sector are already expressing interest in utilizing Maine’s 
spaceport and nanosatellite services. One notable source of potential demand for nanosats 
is Maine’s own heritage industries including forest management, agriculture, and marine 
sciences. While not heavily engaged in the nanosat market now, Participant 5 stated they 
are “starting to come on board” for numerous reasons. Foresters will be able to detect 
diseases in trees using nanosats, and marine scientists will monitor chemical 
compositions in the air, as well as fluctuations in ocean temperatures (Participant 5).  
According to Participant 5, “any industry now that’s using electronics” including 
communications, insurance, even marketing efforts, could use nanosats. Regarding 
insurance agencies, Participant 5 laid out a scenario in which they may be “interested in 
knowing automobile movement in certain areas, certain times so they can get a better 
idea on what some of the environment looks like… whether its automobile insurance or 
insurance on land or buildings.” There are also numerous government agencies that will 
use nanosatellites including the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 






New England’s higher education and research institutions are also showing 
interest in utilizing a Maine SpacePort Complex both for its ability to launch payloads 
and to expose students to on-the-ground operations.19 One principal reason is proximity – 
these institutions would “love to access a more regional source” for launching scientific 
payloads. Often, launch customers rely on larger entities like SpaceX or NASA to ferry 
their payloads to orbit, which “takes a few years” and is “fairly expensive,” though 
academic customers often receive discounts or can go for free (Participant 3). Even still, 
the ability to access a regional resource rather than traveling cross-country “is a really 
great attraction” that “puts the state of Maine at the center – one of the major players… in 
the new space economy” (Participant 3).   
While Maine’s new space demand structure is obviously contingent upon its 
ability to launch payloads, most revenue from the SpacePort Complex will come from the 
downstream data analytic services, which will transform nanosat data into a valuable 
commodity so that K-12 students, teachers, higher education, small manufacturers, 
natural resource industries, and the municipalities can use it for research, teaching, and 
municipal planning applications (Participant 4). Participant 4 compared SpacePort 
Maine’s revenue generation model to the tech company HP, which generates revenue not 
from its printers, but from the ink sales associated with its printers. While the launches 
are a big attraction, the economic impact will come from the services those launches 
enable, which will be anchored by the SpacePort Complex.  
 
19 The initial SpacePort Complex feasibility study discusses the role for students at the Complex, who will 







Going forward, participants emphasized the need for Maine to create partnerships 
with regional entities, not only to improve Maine’s STEM workforce, but also to create 
new, sophisticated customers outside of those institutions, companies, research labs, etc. 
Participant 3, a member of the SpacePort Leadership Council, indicated that the 
SpacePort hopes to develop a partnership with the Roux Institute that is based on making 
the downstream nanosatellite data “more valuable” which will in turn create more 
demand for launch services upstream. Partnerships like this will also create and attract 
much-needed STEM grads and workers, who will work within and alongside Maine’s 
SpacePort Complex to facilitate this “virtuous circle” of upstream launches and 
downstream data services that generate demand for one another (Participant 4).  
Data analytics of the kind Roux will contribute are incredibly important in today’s 
world - not only to areas like new space, but throughout the business ecosystem. A 2018 
study by MicroStrategy found that 57% of global enterprises have their own Chief Data 
Officer (Columbus, 2018), a role that incorporates both data science and business 
management to “democratize data and analytics across any organization” (Columbus, 
2018). This field is an important one for Maine’s schools, including the Maine Business 
School at the University of Maine, to invest in. Data analytics will not only have 
applications for those industries partnering with the SpacePort, but for firms across 
Maine that are looking to identify trends, forecast future outcomes, and increase 
efficiency (Gavin, 2019).  
In addition, some participants stressed their desires for Maine’s research 





this could become a cascade of sorts if high schools and then universities began engaging 
not only in nanosatellite research, but all kinds of research: 
“…I’d love to see them [The Maine School of Science and Mathematics 
(MSSM)] start using the base… and it doesn’t just have to be for aerospace – you 
could do some sustainable forestry experiments up there, I know that in their 
biology class they do those tree-stand matrices, tracking forest growth. You could 
practice doing a moose-count, you could get into remote controlled and totally 
autonomous aerial vehicles… And if MSSM starts using that space, maybe UMPI 
[(University of Maine Presque Isle)] starts using that space for aerospace and 
other stuff. And if UMPI starts using that space, then maybe post-grads and even 
post-docs and then fully professional – it shouldn’t be too hard to get that 
snowball rolling. You can come up here and get away with stuff you couldn’t in 
the deep south of Maine – you can make bigger explosions, you can test bigger 
engines, you can also do stuff that’s not related to aerospace in the slightest.” 
From a facilities-demand perspective, Participant 6 argues here that there are many uses 
for Maine’s aerospace assets by Maine’s own educational institutions - the ball just needs 
to get rolling.  
In terms of generating demand for Maine’s launch facilities, Participant 6 
expressed concern about the SpacePort’s development timeline. If Maine’s SpacePort 
was constructed and ready today, there would be companies that could launch within a 
month (Participant 6). While Maine could “be in business very quickly” (Participant 6) if 
it develops its assets fast enough, it may need to do so to capture its market potential. 
With spaceports already popping up both nationally and internationally in places like 
Michigan, Scotland, and Nova Scotia (all of which either will or already do offer polar 
launch capabilities due to geography), Maine’s pool of competitors is growing, and many 
are ahead. If one competitor seizes first-mover advantage on a strictly nanolaunch site, 
then Maine will be stuck trying to convince nanolaunchers to leave that location, which is 





Even if fast and effective investment is provided, and Maine has ample facilities 
and customers for its nanosatellite services and other R&D opportunities, the state needs 
a strong stock of related and supporting industries to fill the value chain and make the 
SpacePort Complex run. The industries populating Maine’s new space value chain are 
not only large-scale systems integrators like Pratt and Whitney, nor simply their supplier 
networks. While those elements will play a role, several participants indicated that the 
breadth of industries involved in new space could be much, much larger. This list will 
include “suppliers, small manufacturers, large manufacturers, companies involved in 
electronics, acoustics” (Participant 3) and more – many of which have never worked with 
an aerospace company before but possess the “tools and parts to pivot and participate in 
the new space economy” (Participant 3).  
Participant 4 supported this sentiment, stating that Maine has companies whose 
new space potential hasn’t yet been conceived of. One example are antennas, which will 
be needed for both nanosatellites and ground stations, and are already being produced by 
several companies in Maine. Advanced materials that coat the outsides of rockets, which 
are being produced by Fiber Materials, Inc. in Biddeford could also be used in satellite 
and potentially rocket manufacturing (Participant 3). There is a running theme here: 
Maine and New England possess industries with skills relevant to new space – those 
skills just need to be redirected. 
In terms of smaller machine shops and aerospace manufacturers, Participant 2 
emphasized the importance of local manufacturing capacity, adding that Maine and New 
England already have “a lot of supply chain manufacturers… making component parts 





are uninvolved in aerospace are able to “machine very detailed parts” including metals 
and composites. These smaller parts will be and already are “needed for launch vehicles, 
small launch vehicles that bluShift is working on” as well as for CubeSat manufacturing, 
or for electronics.  
Participant 3 maintained, however, that Maine cannot rely solely on its internal 
support industries or capabilities, not “in research and development, not even in the 
supply chain.” Participant 7 highlighted an additional problem with Maine’s small 
manufacturers – a potential unwillingness to adopt new technology. Participant 5 
provided further commentary, stating that if too many manufacturers refuse to reinvest in 
new technology because they do not want to learn it, do not believe in it, or simply 
cannot afford paying for it, Maine could be "caught holding the bag.” Participant 7 also 
expressed that getting students into academic manufacturing programs is difficult because 
so many go immediately into the workforce after graduating. He also highlighted the 
certification process as another challenge, as many small manufacturers lack the funds for 
proper AS9100 and ISO certifications, and also lack familiarization with acquiring such 
certifications in the first place. If these certifications continue to be seen as too 
burdensome or costly to be worth obtaining for Maine’s machining firms, an area of 
expertise crucial to Maine’s new space economy could be jeopardized.  
Participants did however suggest avenues that may help alleviate challenges 
experienced by related industries and suppliers. Participant 7 voiced his desire for 
increased capacity for his manufacturing center, as well as increased capacity for 
community college manufacturing programs. Participant 7’s program educates companies 





risk from small manufacturers, who witness how the advanced tools and machinery work 
to create a finished product. They may then decide to invest in that advanced technology 
for their own operations, allowing them to complete more complex and specialized tasks. 
The benefits of knowledge exchange were noted not only between academia and 
industry, but across related industries as well.  
Participant 2 expressed interest in attracting the emerging unmanned aerial 
systems sector, or UAS, calling it “the gateway drug for new space.” He added: “whether 
it's suborbital which is stuff on earth, or orbital, it's all the same technologies… if you're 
gonna do satellite systems and rocket systems, well, drones are the entry there.” 
Participant 2 stated that Brunswick Landing is on a mission to become a “UAS center of 
excellence,” asserting that the SpacePort Complex facility there could also support a 
“really intriguing” suborbital UAS market. UAS companies will share competencies with 
other firms growing in the SpacePort Complex, including those working in adjacent new 
space sectors. This may contribute cross-industry knowledge diffusion for the new space 
economic cluster. 
The SpacePort project itself is seen as a tool to build out the industries that 
surround new space – not just in rocketry and UAS, but for firms up and down the value 
chain. Data services can create jobs in related fields that “haven’t been thought of” yet 
(Participant 5), and Maine can create opportunities in its highly competitive natural 
resource industries by providing earth observation capabilities. 
Maine’s ability to grow its STEM workforce greatly impacts the pieces 
surrounding new space. Partnerships with the Roux Institute and beyond to cultivate data 





internally, increasing the ability for higher education manufacturing centers to interface 
with industry – all these pieces were indicated as impactful to Maine’s new space related 
and supporting industries.  
 With regard to the individual firm, only two interviews were done with firms in 
the new space value chain; therefore, the focus on the individual firm is limited to small 
launch providers, which are only one piece of the pie. Surprisingly these two firms 
(VALT and bluShift) are not in intense competition with one another despite being 
Maine’s two native launch providers. Participant 6 emphasized that VALT’s predominate 
customers have been government agencies, while bluShift is targeting academia; thus, 
they have not been vying for the same customers. Participant 5 did indicate that VALT 
would like to “really focus in on the industries that are in Maine that are pretty big 
already like forest management [and] marine sciences” to help them utilize new space 
electronics. However, VALT currently has customer interest within government.  
On firm structure, Participant 5 highlighted that companies with unique missions 
such as launching rockets “don’t need to be nearly as big as they are now” due to the 
proficiency of electronics, sensors, and automated processes. bluShift Aerospace 
resembles this phenomenon – they are an employee-owned company with a seven-person 
team.  
Another common theme was Maine’s unique relationship between its 
communities and small businesses, which dominate its rural landscape. Participant 5 
referenced this cultural cohesion, making the case that growing a new space economy 
from within “makes a lot of sense because we know that Mainers will want to stay in 





However, the scattered nature of Maine’s economy also became a running theme. 
This has created a business ecosystem that is disconnected from itself, devoid of a 
unifying goal. Historically, Maine has suffered from a scattered economy – its various 
pieces have always been siloed, and have not been successfully “marshaled in an 
organized way” by a “unifying vision” (Participant 3) to truly maximize the state’s 
potential, or even realize what that potential is. If the SpacePort can operate as intended, 
it provides an opportunity to create a business ecosystem driven by space in a “conscious, 
focused [and] goal oriented” fashion (Participant 6). 
Maine’s small businesses are undoubtedly a core to its identity, as the economy 
“is mostly small businesses” (Participant 5). Numerous participants highlighted the key 
role of small business in the SpacePort’s plans, and the need for policy and decision 
makers to “really utilize that aspect of what Maine is all about” (Participant 5). Part of 
this homegrown strategy should take place in the R&D sector – bluShift is a prime 
example of Maine’s small business ingenuity, drive, and culture. bluShift not only 
developed a proprietary technology itself, but relied on the plug-and-play facilities 
housed at Brunswick Landing’s TechPlace to survive. Several participants expressed the 
drive to grow the aerospace R&D efforts “right here in Maine,” (Participant 5) – those 
examples already exist at sites like TechPlace. 
But to fully realize the potential afforded to Maine by its geography, the state 
must develop the capability to reach space by constructing/restoring whatever 
infrastructure is needed to launch. When Maine can reach space sustainably, it has the 
chance to become “vertically integrated” (Participant 5), by incorporating related 





developed in academia, and some small launch providers exist in Maine – but there needs 
to be advancements in the workforce and education, and individual firms need to become 
aware of the unifying SpacePort vision, and receive the help they need to participate.  
As alluded to by Participant 7, the small shops that would make up a piece of 
Maine’s new space pie often struggle to upgrade their operations. According to multiple 
interviewees, they also tend to be skeptical of the need to purchase new machinery, tools, 
etc. to maintain competitiveness. Participant 7’s call for increased capacity for higher-ed 
manufacturing facilities could help alleviate this problem, and better position small 
manufacturers to develop forward-looking strategies of their own. Government policy, 
while not a determinant of competitive advantage itself, can play a significant role in 
securing investments to facilities that propagate valuable knowledge and expertise, and 
allow firms using that technology to upgrade and innovate. 
 In terms of government support, participants gave mixed reviews. While state and 
federal investment vehicles have been helpful, the funding must be ramped up to give 
new space a chance. Participant 6 spoke about the funding bluShift received, highlighting 
several state and federal agencies including the Maine Technology Institute, Maine Space 
Grant Consortium, NASA, and the Midcoast Regional Redevelopment Authority (which 
runs Brunswick Landing’s TechPlace). Participant 6 discussed TechPlace’s impact on 
bluShift specifically, revealing that their ability to use TechPlace’s composite ovens cut 
operating costs in half – a remarkable savings for a high-risk, high-investment startup 
company. In addition, TechPlace was described as a sort of tech cluster in itself due to the 
proximity between tech firms and manufacturers. For example, bluShift only had to “go 





tool” that they needed – another incredibly convenient situation for a startup. Participant 
6 admitted that “just by virtue of [TechPlace’s] existence, they’ve helped us develop 
more efficiently and have saved us a ton of money.”  
Despite TechPlace’s model success, participants voiced the need for increased 
government support. Participant 2 stressed that “the state is going to have to… pull their 
wallet out of their pants to make this work,” citing that while the state is funding the 
SpacePort Initiative via the Maine Technology Institute, “they're going to really have to 
be more in it to implement it…” Similar to what is already occurring at TechPlace, 
participants widely advocated for the state’s role in developing plug-and-play facilities 
which can better manage firms’ specialized needs. Participant 3 described this role as 
“similar to the state’s role in terms of a highway: they build the infrastructure. They don’t 
buy the cars - we buy the cars and use that infrastructure.” Participant 4 continued with 
this sentiment, stating that the goal for both Loring and Brunswick is for the government 
to “invest in bringing them up to speed and making them an integral part of the SpacePort 
Complex.”  
 In addition, participants 3 and 4 spoke about the SpacePort’s structure, insisting 
that it will best serve its purpose as a public-private partnership. One reason for this is to 
detach the program from political “ebbs-and-flows.” Participant 3 pointed to the need for 
investors to “know things are flowing in a positive way” adding that there is “consistency 
in that approach.” Participant 3 also likened the SpacePort to the Turnpike Authority, 
which has its own Board of Directors that “goes out and gets bonds on their own,” 





 Other spaceport states such as Virginia and Florida have offered different suites of 
business incentives to attract value chain pieces and lower barriers to entry. From things 
like insurance coverage, to tax credits, to tax vacations – which give companies time to 
establish themselves and develop their technology before being taxed – there are a 
multitude of financial incentives Maine can offer to promote growth in the value chain 
(Participant 4).  
In terms of education, Participant 2 advocated for the Department of Education to 
work on “…a kind of a STEM program or a STEM track” geared around developing 
relevant new space skills, such as working with nanosatellites. Participant 2 called for 
this to be enacted quickly, arguing Maine “should be building that awareness, like right 
away - as soon as these kids get in school that ‘this is part of Maine's future and here's 






CHAPTER FOUR: DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
This was a qualitative study that aimed to shed light on Maine’s ability to foster a 
competitive new space economy, as well as determine how it should proceed towards that 
goal. One limitation was the small sample size, as only seven individuals were 
interviewed from a handful of backgrounds. Another limitation is possibly the optimism 
of interviewees – while all participants highlighted Maine’s weaknesses, they expressed 
genuine hope for Maine’s success, which may have colored some responses. For 
instance, two individuals interviewed represented Maine’s small launch provider 
companies, which will be prime users of Maine’s improved SpacePort facilities should 
the project proceed. In addition, other individuals are involved with organizations that 
may either participate in or facilitate the SpacePort project. Thus, many of these 
interviewees have financial and/or reputational interests in the SpacePort’s success, and 
thus may have displayed heightened optimism about its potential to uplift Maine’s 
economy. In fact, this optimism is likely something that drives the entrepreneurs and 
redevelopers to some extent; thus, their attitudes may be more hopeful and forward-
looking than the attitudes of those judging the SpacePort from the outside. These biases 
should be considered when dissecting this study’s findings, but so should the 
interviewees’ expertise and knowledge of Maine’s relevant strengths and shortcomings.  
This study was also limited in terms of data. Qualitative data served as the 
primary data source - the study did not possess an abundance of quantitative findings to 
determine Maine’s competitiveness in relation to other spaceports across the globe. While 
input from stakeholders and decision makers is certainly essential to gathering insight, 





of competing spaceports, or datasets that would glean Maine’s national/international 
competitiveness in other ways that could be significant to determining competitive 
advantage. 
Another limitation is the heavy focus on nanosatellites, which are not as relevant 
to some suborbital launch markets that could be realized with updated launch 
infrastructure. Lastly, there were no critics of the SpacePort Initiative itself featured in 
this study. These critics will likely appear as the Initiative enters public discourse in the 
coming years. 
One final limitation of this study was the lack of attention paid to other pieces of 
Maine’s infrastructure, most notably Maine’s transportation infrastructure. This topic did 
not arise in the interviews, but improving Maine’s ability to transport aerospace 
machinery and equipment, whether through rail or road, will be an essential part of the 
SpacePort’s logistical equation going forward. In the latest Report Card for Maine’s 
Infrastructure by the American Civil Society for Engineers (ASCE), Maine’s roads 
received a “D” grade, while Maine’s railroads received a “C+.” This report notes that of 
Maine’s highest priority roads, 8% continue to have “low ratings in safety and condition” 
(ASCE, 2020). The report concludes that state decision makers are now acting due to 
“interest in finding sustainable funding solutions for Maine’s roads” (ASCE, 2020), 
which bodes well for a problem that by nature requires sustainable reinvestment. For the 
purposes of transporting rocket parts, expensive machinery, and other important 
aerospace materials across Maine’s highways and possibly rail lines, investing in this 





who will use Maine’s roads for transporting aerospace-related equipment to-and-from 
spaceport locations. 
While initially focused only on Maine, it became apparent very early on that 
Maine simply does not have enough tools to possess competitive advantage on its own – 
it lacks in key areas such as its skilled workforce, K-16 STEM achievement, its supply 
chains, etc. Thus, a running theme became Maine’s need to branch out and develop 
relationships with institutions that connect it to the regional partners (and beyond), which 
will help supply and build up Maine’s missing pieces20 by virtue of the SpacePort’s 
attractiveness. This idea too became prevalent – the SpacePort itself serving as the 
attraction and unifying economic developer, rather than being the end-goal Maine needs 
to build itself up to. While this study lays out Maine’s various strengths and weaknesses 
that are relevant to new space, Maine’s actual competitiveness is difficult to measure 
without the SpacePort, because all analysis before its implementation is essentially a 
forecast for what Maine’s new space future might look like. 
The Diamond Model showed itself to be limited throughout the interview and 
research process - the findings in each determinant of competitive advantage critique 
Maine’s factors, demand, related industries, firms, and policy specifically, neglecting a 
broader look at the region which will undoubtedly be supplying Maine’s SpacePort with 
workers, students, interns, and value chain services. While the model does address and 
make statements about Maine’s new space competitiveness in areas such as workforce 
and education, the “borderless” nature of Maine’s future spaceport will require an 
additional inventory of resources outside the state that can boost the SpacePort’s 
 






functionality, and thus its new space economy. Therefore, the Diamond Model’s 
application in this study was somewhat limited to state boundaries, which does not 
encapsulate the SpacePort’s full scope.  
Nonetheless, the attitudes found throughout the interviews were representative of 
a genuine optimism and belief that Maine has a chance to establish a new space economy 
that is utilitarian in nature, plugging Maine’s disparate industries into its value chain. 
Despite this optimism, which was largely based on specialized launch infrastructure, 
advantageous geography, a collection of home demand, and several other positive factors, 
interviewees also expressed concern in a few significant areas which, if not addressed, 
will hamper the success of Maine’s SpacePort Initiative and potential new space 
development going forward. Despite its highly specialized launch infrastructure, 
geography, and tourist attractions, Maine itself does not possess competitive advantage in 
new space. It lacks in too many key areas across the Diamond Model, and its strengths in 
some areas do not offset the others, as proficiencies in every determinant are essential to 
competitive advantage. This discussion will look at some of the themes found in the 
interviews that shed light on how Maine might overcome these challenges going forward. 
This discussion will also use past studies and publications about Maine’s broader 
economic well-being as context.  
One of the chief concerns voiced by participants throughout the study was 
Maine’s workforce, which is lacking not only in STEM, but in terms of the general 
workforce as well. The kinds of STEM jobs that will be needed to support the 
SpacePort’s functions will be both in the upstream and downstream services. As 





(upstream), while data scientists will be needed to productize data coming from 
nanosatellites (downstream), creating a “virtuous circle” that will generate demand for 
itself. In terms of Maine’s engineering capabilities, a 2013 study commissioned by the 
Maine Technology Institute found that Maine possesses a well-performing cluster in 
engineering and scientific/technical services, citing that job growth in this Maine cluster 
was outpacing the nation. However, the cluster in whole was found to be “non-
specialized,” and Maine was “found to be a follower in this technology cluster to 
Massachusetts” (Battelle, 2013), which held national-leader status. The study then 
recommended an action very similar to what participants suggested: the need for Maine 
to “maintain close connections… at the regional level and find ways to competitively 
position itself to benefit from growth opportunities being driven by Massachusetts” 
(Battelle, 2013). In terms of downstream services, the new Roux Institute in Portland 
presents an opportunity to cultivate a cluster between Maine and Massachusetts, and 
already has several programs in the pipeline that could work towards this goal. 
Roux’s Techstars Program will work with startups in “artificial intelligence, 
advanced life sciences and health, and data science and analytics” (Thomsen, 2021) to 
help them “grow their businesses, attract investors, build partnerships, and strengthen the 
regional economy" (Thomsen, 2021). Programs like this mark a positive trend in the 
Portland area regarding job creation in high-tech industries that could be utilized by the 
Maine SpacePort. The Roux Institute also acts as a linkage between Maine and Boston, 
where the Roux Institute’s parent university, Northeastern, resides. This act of tethering 





STEM graduates, jobs, and diffuse knowledge, is critical for Maine’s success in high-tech 
areas related to new space.   
Looking at Maine’s deficient STEM worker and graduate pool through the 
Diamond Model, it becomes clear that new space competitive advantage does not exist in 
Maine right now. Maine’s disadvantage in STEM demonstrates that it lacks a core 
component of its advanced factors, which Porter regards as the “most significant ones for 
competitive advantage,” (Porter, 1990 p. 77). Without enough bodies to make the 
SpacePort valuable, Maine will find it difficult to conduct cutting-edge R&D, cultivate 
strong domestic rivalry in related industries, generate sophisticated customers, or provide 
opportunity and direction to its small businesses in the value chain. This does not mean 
that Maine cannot improve its position, but it needs to establish connections with entities 
in more advanced tech areas like Massachusetts to do so. In The Competitive Advantage 
of Nations, Michael Porter mentions that a nation or state can overcome a workforce 
shortage by increasing its productivity, or value-added per worker. Currently, Maine’s 
productivity hangs at 25% lower than the national average (MDF, 2020). Porter maintains 
that productivity is the “prime determinant” (Porter, 1990) of a nation’s long-term 
standard of living and per-capita income. 
Because Maine is experiencing a workforce bleed-off, as depicted by the most 
recent loss of 2,900 workers from 2018-2019 (MDF, 2020), replenishing its economy 
with more skilled workers could alleviate some pressure. Porter stresses that nations must 
“develop the necessary capabilities to compete in more and more sophisticated industry 
segments, where productivity is generally high” (Porter, 1990) to increase standard of 





and require high-value workers, so investing in SpacePort Maine not only would upgrade 
key specialized infrastructure, but could turn the SpacePort itself into a beacon for STEM 
students, grads, and workers who may be inspired by Maine’s new space vision. 
According to many of the participants, there is real opportunity for Maine to take 
advantage of this opportunity, but only if policy and decision makers are all-in. 
For years now, Maine’s R&D investment policy has been criticized. Several 
participants cited Maine’s research and development capabilities as lacking, as have 
figureheads of Maine’s aerospace community in the past. Steve Von Vogt, the current 
Executive Director of the Maine Composites Alliance, wrote an op-ed in 2016 (published 
by The Portland Press Herald and Central Maine) about Maine’s weak research and 
development spending. The level of R&D spending has been low for years, and has 
“received a red flag in every Measures of Growth report since 2009” (Von Vogt, 2016). 
He contrasts Maine’s roughly 1% of state GDP R&D spending to the national average 
(2.9% of state GDP), and the New England average (4.4% of state GDP), (Von Vogt, 
2016) adding that he is “troubled by Maine’s consistently poor performance on this 
important indicator” (Von Vogt, 2016). Von Vogt even cites Michael Porter’s work on 
the importance of innovation later in the article. 
Mr. Von Vogt is a major stakeholder who could have been an interviewee for this 
study – MCA’s clients will play an important role in the new space value chain (MSGC, 
2018) going forward. His concern has yet to be addressed, as Maine currently spends 
only 0.8% state GDP on R&D, shy of the Economic Growth Council’s 3% goal by 2020 
(MDF, 2018). A cluster analysis done in 2008 also recommends that Maine feed its R&D 





innovation (Colgan, 2008). This harkens back to Participant 2’s quote about the state 
needing to “pull their wallet out” and Participant 3’s mention of Maine’s “gap in some of 
the research and development activities,” which exacerbate Maine’s need for outside 
help. Porter speaks in-depth about the importance of R&D spending in his “Innovation 
and Prosperity of Advanced Nations” lecture at HEC Paris in 1999.  
In this talk, Porter highlights three components of national innovative capacity: 
the common innovation infrastructure, the cluster-specific environment for innovation, 
and the quality of the linkages between the two. R&D personnel and spending both serve 
as core pieces of common innovation infrastructure. Porter specifically highlights high 
private sector R&D spending as a prime indicator of healthy clusters and underscores 
strong university R&D as a core linkage between innovation infrastructure and the cluster 
environment.  
University research labs are unique, as the flow of ideas and openness to new 
ideas are central to how they function (Porter, 1999). The Maine Technology Institute, 
which administers state bond funds, is a good example of Maine’s ability to create 
cooperative R&D opportunities for companies and university researchers. For example, 
MTI funded the creation of UMaine’s Advanced Manufacturing Center’s Center for 
Additive Manufacturing of Metals (CAMM) in collaboration with thirty-five Maine 
companies, which allowed these small manufacturers to “familiarize themselves with 
additive metal manufacturing” (UMaine AMC, 2019). CAMM is committed to 
developing and training Maine’s manufacturing workforce to adopt additive 
manufacturing technology (UMaine AMC, 2019), thus keeping small machine shops 





This is a prime example of a quality linkage – a meeting place in which R&D is 
conducted by academia, supported by government funds, and diffuses knowledge to 
private firms that can upgrade their own abilities. TechPlace is another great example of 
government helping create specialized infrastructure for firms to generate value. As 
highlighted by Participant 6, bluShift’s operating costs were halved by using TechPlace’s 
facilities. Participant 6 also highlighted the value in finding specific tools or parts just by 
walking down the hall and asking another company. 
Maine is sparsely populated – compared to other states, it has very few 
metropolitan areas where technology clusters can form, or where the value chain can 
mingle. Maine does, however, have these small hubs where knowledge diffuses, and 
innovation occurs. Multiple participants underlined a vision for Maine to become an 
R&D hub for aerospace/new space companies. If this is to occur, research and 
development funding must increase substantially, and likely must accelerate over time 
due to rising rates of innovation across the globe (Porter, 1999). 
Also found in Porter’s innovation study was that policy and resource 
commitments to innovative capacity “accounted for 99% of all the variation across 
countries and time per capita" (Porter, 1999). There are obviously other ways private 
R&D can be stimulated including tax credits and tax vacations – but enhancing R&D 
commitments even up to the target 3% of GDP goal set by the Economic Growth Council 
would be a step in the right direction for Maine’s productivity, innovative capacity, and 
competitiveness in areas like new space. 
 In terms of the demand for new space services like nanosatellites, determining 





customers Maine is cultivating have potential to be sophisticated and may predict 
international consumer behavior. New England’s higher-education universities and 
colleges are world-class, and if institutions like MIT become frequent users of SpacePort 
Maine as a regional launch source, Maine could be working with cutting-edge researchers 
that “prod them to improve, to innovate, and to upgrade into more advanced segments,” 
(Porter, 1990) demanding more from the value chain in all aspects. This further supports 
the theme that the Maine SpacePort Complex cannot rely solely on Maine’s assets, but 
must expand outwards to survive. 
 Maine will technically be considered a late-mover in the global spaceport race. 
But, its south-facing coastline places it in a more select pool of polar launch competitors. 
Even more, the amount of launch infrastructure needed for Washington County’s polar 
launch site would likely be cheaper than improvements needed to Loring and Brunswick, 
as indicated by Participant 6. In addition, other polar-launching spaceports face 
difficulties Maine does not. Rockets launching polarly out of Virginia must rotate their 
trajectory in midair, Vandenburg’s larger-rocket tenants would pass increased cost 
burden onto satellite customers, and Kodiak presents difficulties with shipping rockets to 
Kodiak Island, potentially from Canada or the U.S. Thus, Maine can supply the demand 
for an exclusive nanolaunch site, but it must do so quickly. Looking back to the Diamond 
Model, geography is a basic factor advantage that can be easily outmaneuvered by 
competitors who may invest earlier in advanced and specialized factors such as skilled 
workers and launch infrastructure. These competitors may not possess geography as good 
as Maine’s – but if they are ready to open shop before Maine, they will attract 





polar launch site, as soon as possible and with eyes on its competitors’ movements. 
Michigan, for example, is aiming to begin operations in 2025 (Keenan, 2020). But to 
make worthwhile the resulting new space economy, the SpacePort must make 
relationships outside of Maine.  
 In fact, the survival and well-being of Maine’s entire economy is based on its 
expansion outwards. In 2019, the Department of Economic and Community Development 
(DECD) commissioned a 10-year Maine Economic Development Strategy, and Strategy 
B within the report highlights the need to “Attract New Talent” (DECD, 2019). When 
looking at the other strategies recommended in the report, themes from this study begin 
to jump off the page. Promoting innovation, growing local talent, promoting “hubs of 
excellence,” improving connectivity, providing support infrastructure – several strategies 
expressed in the 10-year plan also were expressed by this study’s interviewees.  
As demonstrated by Porter’s Diamond Model, strategies that uplift one 
determinant can impact others too. Promoting innovation with R&D investment will 
upgrade related industries and facilities; promoting hubs of excellence will attract and 
build value chain pieces and increase clustering; attracting and building talent will attract 
companies, which may use Maine’s facilities for R&D. Maine has before it an 
opportunity to create a new space economy with a spaceport at its core, but it must 
improve its factors in education and skilled work, promote innovation for new space 
contributors, attract new space players into Maine, and create partnerships both in and out 
of state. While Maine does not currently possess competitive advantage in new space, it 
has in its reach many components with which to develop a new space economy with the 





 Going forward, it would be beneficial for researchers to thoroughly pin down 
gaps in Maine’s small manufacturing base in order to more precisely address their 
barriers to entry. For example, would machine shops that have difficulty acquiring 
aerospace certifications need those certifications for new space manufacturing? What 
services/organizations do they find most helpful? One could send a survey to these shops, 
perhaps distributed through Maine’s trade association networks, that asks these questions 
directly to those business owners. Other future points of interest are related to COVID-
19’s impact on society and the economy. How has COVID-19 impacted K-12 STEM 
education? Has COVID-19 created an influx of potential new space workers from other 
states into Maine? Have value chain firms and industries become more competitive in the 
last year? How relevant is pre-COVID aerospace or related industry data for decisions 
being made in 2021 and beyond? These are all questions worth investigating, and many 
are likely being investigated across the globe already. 
There are a few pieces that perhaps should have been considered more heavily for 
this study. The role of Maine’s large tech firms that were mentioned in the initial Maine 
Space Grant Consortium Feasibility Study such as Pratt and Whitney, Texas Instruments, 
ON Semiconductor, etc. could have been looked at more closely. Interviews with their 
company representatives would have been useful for gauging interest in the SpacePort 
Complex, as well as gathering insights on their firm’s strategic approach to new space 
going forward. Interviews with individuals like Steve Von Vogt at Maine Composites 
Alliance and Lisa Martin at the Manufacturers Association of Maine also would have 
spawned valuable insights into Maine’s supplier industries. It would be interesting to 





space confidently. In addition, The Competitive Advantage of Nations by Michael Porter 
was leaned on heavily throughout this project. This study would have benefitted from 
also referencing a larger number of recent studies that applied the Diamond Model to 
modern industries, as those insights would be very valuable to further evaluating Maine’s 
new space proficiencies and needs.  
In reflection, the overall optimistic tone about Maine’s new space outlook is 
encouraging, and the strong desire to use the SpacePort Complex as a conduit for 
Maine’s economic development is inspiring. It was made clear that Maine has several big 
hurdles to overcome including its education system and workforce, which will take time, 
money, and likely state-wide dedication to fix. While solving these problems will be 
difficult, they have been identified many times before, and the recent Maine 10-year 
Economic Plan addresses many of these problems directly. Thus, Maine’s economic 
goals seem to align with the SpacePort’s goals, highlighting an opportunity to channel 
solutions to long-standing problems through a comprehensive new space-led vision for 
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APPENDIX A: SEMI-STRUCTURED QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. How might Maine's business climate be made more enticing to relocating firms? 
2. How might Maine's business climate be made more enticing to startups and 
entrepreneurs? 
3. How might Maine's business climate be made more enticing to investors? 
4. What do firms typically consider when they are looking to relocate? 
5. What are the barriers to entry in Maine's aerospace industry? 
6. What percentage of the supply chain is based in Maine? 
7. *For aerospace firms* Can you outline your firm's supply chain?  
8. How does your firm develop competitive advantage within the industry? 
9. How large a role does skilled labor play in this industry?  
10. What infrastructure is needed to support a bustling aerospace industry? In what 
categories does Maine fall short in? 
11. How can our academic institutions encourage aerospace growth and innovation? 
12. What advantages does Maine have over other locales competing for aerospace 
investment? 
13. What impediments does Maine face currently face in business development at 
large? 
14. What are the most important factors for success in the aerospace industry? 
15. How competitive is this industry in Maine? How does competition scale to 
national or international levels? 





17. How might other industries benefit from aerospace growth? What industries 
might these be?  
18. How might other industries complement and support aerospace growth and 
innovation? What industries might these be? 
19. What kinds of data do aerospace firms require to improve decision-making? 
20. How has COVID impacted aerospace?  








APPENDIX B: PARTICIPANT OUTREACH SAMPLE 
Hello _______, 
My name is Andrew Hutchins, and I am a 5th-year Management major at the 
University of Maine. I am currently working on an honors thesis focused on Maine’s 
aerospace industry with faculty sponsor Dr. Stefano Tijerina of the Maine Business 
School. The goal of my research is to identify strategic measures that the state of Maine 
could employ to encourage maximum growth and development for its aerospace industry, 
as well as highlight potential areas for improvement. I received your contact information 
from *name of individual or website, etc.* and due to your knowledge regarding *either 
business development generally or business development in aerospace*, I am interested 
in interviewing you as a participant in this study. 
The interview will be kept confidential and will last between 30-60 minutes, with 
the audio, video, and transcript files being transferred from Zoom Cloud to my personal 
laptop no later than 1 week after the initial interview. All recordings and transcripts will 
be deleted from Zoom Cloud upon being downloaded to my personal laptop, which will 
be no more than 1 week after the interview. Additionally, all interviews will be subject to 
Zoom’s privacy policy.  
Attached to this email is a consent form, which I encourage you to read in full. If 
you would like to participate, you are welcome to respond and set up a time that works 
for you.  







Principal Investigator: Andrew Hutchins - andrew.hutchins@maine.edu 






APPENDIX C: SNOWBALL SAMPLING PARTICIPANT OUTREACH SAMPLE 
Hello _______, 
My name is Andrew Hutchins, and I am a 5th-year Management major at the 
University of Maine. I am currently working on an honors thesis focused on Maine’s 
aerospace industry, and the goal of my research is to identify strategic measures that the 
state of Maine could employ to encourage maximum growth and development for its 
aerospace industry. *X-name* provided your contact information to me because he/she 
thought you would be interested in participating in this research. If you are interested, I 
would like to interview you about your knowledge regarding *either business 
development generally or business development in aerospace*. If you would like to 
participate, I can send you an Informed Consent sheet so that you can read more about 
the research project before making a final decision.  
The interview will be kept confidential, and will last between 30-60 minutes, with 
the audio, video, and transcript files being transferred from Zoom Cloud to my personal 
laptop no later than 1 week after the initial interview. All recordings and transcripts will 
be deleted from Zoom Cloud upon being downloaded to my personal laptop. 
Additionally, all interviews will be subject to Zoom’s privacy policy.  
Attached to this email is a consent form, which I encourage you to read in full. If 
you would like to participate, you are welcome to respond and set up a time that works 
for you.  







Principal Investigator: Andrew Hutchins - andrew.hutchins@maine.edu 






APPENDIX D: INFORMED CONSENT 
CONSENT FORM 
 You are invited to participate in a research project being conducted by Andrew 
Hutchins, an undergraduate student in the Maine Business School at the University of 
Maine. Additionally, Dr. Stefano Tijerina of the Maine Business School is serving as the 
Faculty Sponsor for this project. The purpose of the research is to investigate how 
Maine’s public and private leaders can maximize the potential growth and economic 
impact of its growing aerospace industry. Guiding the methodology is the following 
question: how can Maine position itself to become an aerospace hub? 
Summary  
This voluntary study aims to serve as a policy recommendation for strategic 
action regarding the growth and development of Maine’s aerospace industry. One half of 
the study’s procedure is composed of independent research performed by the investigator, 
while the second half of the study will consist of interviews with participants who have 
either been identified as stakeholders in Maine aerospace, or as professionals in business 
development.  
What Will You Be Asked to Do? 
If you decide to participate, you will be asked a series of questions related to 
either business development in general, or to the aerospace industry. The interview will 
be recorded and transcribed on the application Zoom Cloud. The interview will be 






1. Business Development: How might Maine's business climate be made 
more enticing to investors? 
2. Aerospace: How might other industries complement and support 
aerospace growth and innovation? What industries might these be? 
Risks    
Interviewees risk their time and convenience by participating in an interview.  
Benefits 
While this study will have no direct benefit to you, this research may help us learn 
more about Maine’s current propensity to support business development in aerospace, as 
well as to inform potential courses of action to be taken by government officials, 
universities, and other stakeholders who wish to maximize the positive impacts of Maine 
aerospace. 
Confidentiality  
 Your name will be kept confidential and will not be included in the final report. 
Data will be kept on a password protected computer and destroyed by August 31st, 2021. 
This data will be composed of video/audio recordings, as well as interview transcripts. 
Because this study is taking advantage of Zoom Cloud’s “Audio Transcript” 
feature, the interview files will also be stored in the Cloud. This includes the interview 
recordings, as well as the transcripts. Recordings and transcripts will be deleted from the 
Cloud no later than a week after the initial interview and will be uploaded to the principal 





No other parties will have access to this data outside of the principal investigator. 
Your name and other identifying information will not be reported in any publications. 
Voluntary 
 Participation is voluntary.  If you choose to take part in this study, you may stop 
at any time. You also may skip any questions you do not wish to answer. 
Contact Information 
 If you have any questions about this study, please contact me at either 207-300-
3717 or andrew.hutchins@maine.edu. You may also reach the faculty advisor on this 
study at 207-581-1875 or stefano.tijerina@maine.edu. If you have any questions about 
your rights as a research participant, please contact the Office of Research Compliance, 












 Andrew Hutchins was born on August 18th, 1998 in Maine, and studied 
management at the Maine Business School with a minor in biology. His plans for the 
future are still up in the air. 
